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a b s t r a c t 

The impact of telecommunication technologies on the role of cities depends on whether these technologies and 
face-to-face interactions are substitutes or complements. We analyze anonymized mobile phone data to examine 
how distance and population density affect calling behavior. Exploiting an exogenous change in travel times as 
well as permanent relocations of individuals, we find that distance is highly detrimental to link formation. Mobile 
phone usage significantly increases with population density even when spatial sorting is accounted for. This effect 
is most pronounced for local interactions between individuals in the same catchment area. This indicates that face- 
to-face interactions and mobile phone calls are complementary to each other, so that mobile phone technology 
may even increase the dividends of density. 
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. Introduction 

Social interactions are pivotal for the diffusion of information and
hey directly contribute to well-being. A central feature in many mod-
ls of urban economics is that a dense concentration facilitates so-
ial interactions and thereby benefits learning and productivity (for an
verview see Duranton and Puga, 2004 ). These models build on the
ommon assumption that distance induces costs to interpersonal ex-
hange. The widespread adoption of information and telecommunica-
ion technologies popularized the “death-of-distance ” hypothesis (e.g.
airncross, 2001 ), which raises the question of whether these technolo-
ies will change the structure of cities (see Ioannides et al., 2008 ) or
ven make them obsolete. As argued by Gaspar and Glaeser (1998) , the
mpact of mobile telecommunication technologies on the role of cities
rucially depends on whether face-to-face meetings and phone calls act
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s substitutes or complements to each other – in the latter case, mobile
hone technology may even increase the dividends of density. 

This paper presents evidence that allows to assess whether face-to-
ace meetings and social interactions via mobile phones are comple-
ents or substitutes. We estimate the effects of distance and population
ensity on the phone usage of individuals at different locations. Our
nalysis builds on anonymized call detail records (CDRs) which com-
ine information about communication patterns and place of residence.
he dataset covers millions of calls and text messages over a period of
2 months and allows us to address three sets of questions: First, how
oes the travel distance between two agents affect the likelihood that
hey interact via their mobile phones? Second, how does population den-
ity affect the phone usage of agents measured via call frequency, call
uration, and number of unique contacts? Third , does density affect the
attern of local phone calls, that is those calls within the caller’s catch-
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l  

f  
ent area? The absence of significant distance costs and a negative im-
act of density on phone usage may be interpreted as supportive evi-
ence for the “death-of -distance ” hypothesis and the idea that urban
enters lose ground as hubs for social exchange. Contrary, a penalty on
istance, a higher phone usage and more local calls in cities would point
owards a complementarity between the two modes of communication
nd hence contradict the hypothesis that modern telecommunication
ndermines agglomeration forces that operate via social interactions. 

Systematic sorting complicates the analysis of our three guiding
uestions. Individuals with similar (unobservable) characteristics poten-
ially cluster in space and are more likely to interact with each other.
oreover, preferences for density and phone usage may be correlated.
o address these endogeneity concerns, we use individuals who perma-
ently relocate (referred to as movers) to back out time-constant unob-
ervables and identify density-related effects. This identification strat-
gy relates to approaches quantifying the earning advantages of cities
e.g. Combes et al., 2008 ). As movers may share characteristics that dif-
er systematically from the average, we discuss heterogeneity of the ef-
ects and compare the results for movers to those identified for stayers
xploiting the plausibly exogenous revision of public transport sched-
les. This revision changed the effective distance between individuals
nd allows us to compare the calling behavior of individuals before and
fter the public transport timetable was updated. 

Several studies examine the use of communication technology from
 spatial perspective. They document an increase in phone usage with
ity size (see Gaspar and Glaeser, 1998; Charlot and Duranton, 2006;
chläpfer et al., 2014 ) or illustrate a strong negative correlation between
istance and the likelihood for an exchange via email and Facebook (e.g.
ailey et al., 2018, 2020; Levy and Goldenberg, 2014 ). However, neither
f these contributions address non-random sorting. 1 We attempt to sep-
rate the causal effects of distance and density from sorting by tracing
hanges in phone usage over time. This strategy allows us to perform
 comprehensive set of tests to discriminate between complementar-
ty and substitutability of phone and face-to-face interactions. Density
xternalities tend to be highly localized (e.g. Arzaghi and Henderson,
008; Shoag and Veuger, 2018 ). CDRs are especially suitable to study
uch effects due to their fine-grained spatial resolution. They have been
sed in recent research, for instance, to analyze correlations between
alling patterns and regional economic development ( Eagle et al., 2010 )
o study solidarity in the context of natural disasters ( Blumenstock et al.,
016 ) or to examine the role of referrals in labor markets ( Barwick et al.,
019 ). 

We demonstrate that social interactions via phones are markedly lo-
alized, with the distance-elasticity of link formation falling quickly and
onverging to zero at about 100 minutes travel distance. How do these
istance related costs affect phone usage at locations of different pop-
lation density? We show that the overall intensity of phone interac-
ions measured by call frequency and duration increases with popula-
ion density, while the number of unique contacts remains unaffected
hen we account for sorting. The impact of density is even more pro-
ounced for local interactions, as individuals in cities display a higher
umber of unique contacts within their neighborhood, and call those
earby more frequently and for a longer duration than individuals liv-
ng in sparsely populated areas. The elasticities of local interactions in
erms of frequency, duration, and unique number of contacts with re-
ard to population density ranges between 0.1 and 0.4. These findings
emain robust when we account for unobservable place characteristics
y instrumenting population density, when we include text messages or
hen we examine different subsamples of the population. Our results
1 Other studies examine the importance of geographic proximity for the for- 
ation of friendship among students (e.g. Marmaros and Sacerdote, 2006; Kim 

t al., 2017 ). While these studies address endogeneity, they allow no conclusions 
egarding the role of telecommunication technologies. 
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upport the hypothesis that mobile phone calls complement (not substi-
ute) face-to-face interactions. 

. Testing the complementarity between mobile phone and 

ace-to-face interactions 

In this section, we briefly motivate three sets of tests that allow us
o assess whether phone and face-to-face interactions are complements
r substitutes. 

The first test examines the impact of geographical distance on the
ikelihood that two individuals interact via their phones: Assume that
ace-to-face interactions are subject to distance costs between individ-
als. If face-to-face interactions and telecommunication are substitutes,
hen people who live in close proximity would need to call each other
ess often, since they can easily meet face-to-face. In contrast, a large dis-
ance penalty would point towards a complementarity between the two
odes of interaction, as individuals who live in the same neighborhood

re also more likely to call each other. 
For the second set of tests, think of a setting similar to Gaspar and

laeser (1998) . An individual first decides whether to carry out an ac-
ivity privately or jointly with a peer. Conditional on interacting, the
ndividual then decides whether to carry out the joint activity in a face-
o-face meeting or via an electronic interaction such as a phone call.

hile the value of face-to-face interactions is strictly higher than the
alue of phone calls, face-to-face meetings are associated with distance
osts depending on the physical location of the peer. The optimal choice
etween the two modes of interaction depend on the activity-specific
uality of the match between the individuals which has an idiosyncratic
omponent. 2 Cities, due to their high population density, have lower dis-
ance costs, which has two effects: First, it raises the expected net ben-
fits of interacting such that individuals find it in more circumstances
ptimal to carry out an activity jointly. Second, with lower distance
osts, the mix of interactions shifts from electronic towards face-to-face
nteractions. If cities were to display a higher absolute level of phone
nteractions than low density places, this would imply that the first ef-
ect dominates and that the total number of interactions – via phone and
ace-to-face – is higher in cities. We thus estimate effects of population
ensity on individual-level measures of phone usage, i.e. the frequency
nd duration of phone calls between individuals as well as the number
f unique contacts within an individual’s network. 

The third set of tests builds on the same measures but recalculates
hem for calls within the catchment area of each individual’s residence,
hich we define to cover a perimeter of 15 minutes car travel time. City

esidents have an innately larger number of potential contacts within
heir catchment area. Thus, complementarity between face-to-face in-
eractions and phone calls is especially bound to be reflected in a more
ocalized network, that is a larger number of unique phone contacts, a
igher frequency of calls, and a longer call duration within one’s neigh-
orhood. 

Before we lay out the empirical strategy and results for the first set of
ests in Section 4 , and for the second and third sets of tests in Section 5 ,
e next describe the data set. 

. Data 

The main dataset used in this paper is provided by Switzerland’s
argest telecommunications operator, Swisscom AG, whose market share
or mobile phones is 55 percent ( ComCom, 2015 ). The market share
preads relatively homogeneous across space, with an interquartile
ange of 47 percent to 62 percent across municipalities. The data com-
rises CDRs of all calls made by the operator’s customers between
une 2015 and May 2016. The CDRs include the anonymized phone
2 The idiosyncratic component reflects, for instance, activities that constrain 
heir time or appetite for interactions. 
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Table 1 

Phone Usage and Sociodemographics of Private Mobile Phone Customers. 

Mean SD Min Max 

Monthly Phone Usage, June 2015 – May 2016 (pooled) 

Number of Calls 32.332 37.286 1 1589 

Number of Local Calls 21.641 32.250 0 1551 

Duration of Calls (Minutes) 117.176 167.929 0.17 3292 

Duration of Local Calls 62.187 127.214 0 3065 

Number of Unique Contacts 9.214 7.874 1 470 

Number of Unique Local Contacts 7.074 7.221 0 208 

Sociodemographics 

Age 34.964 13.561 20 60 

Female 0.522 – 0 1 

Language: German 0.681 – 0 1 

Language: French 0.270 – 0 1 

Language: Italian 0.043 – 0 1 

Language: English 0.006 – 0 1 

Notes: Local refers to the subset of calls within a radius of 15 minutes around 
an agent’s residence. The table is based on the subsample of customers with 
phone activity in all 12 months, which we also use in the main analysis 
( N = 866,646). Further filters as described in Section 3 . 
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umber of caller and callee, a date and time stamp, a binary indica-
or for private and business customers, a code for the type of interac-
ion (e.g. call, SMS, MMS), the duration of calls in seconds, and the
-y-coordinates of the caller’s main transmitting antenna. We observe
nely grained information on about 15 million calls and text messages
er day, covering about 9.1 million phones, of which 4.1 million are
obile phones and 2.7 million are private mobile phones. 

Phone data seems particularly appropriate to study social interac-
ions, since most people use some combination of calls, direct encoun-
ers, and text messages to communicate. Moreover, mobile phone plans
n Switzerland typically include unlimited domestic calls and differen-
iate primarily based on the amount of data included. Thus, voice calls
nvolve a zero marginal cost and, as recent survey data shows, they have
remained popular in Switzerland despite the onslaught of messaging
ervices. ”3 

Along with the anonymized CDRs, the operator also provided
onthly updated customer information including billing address, lan-

uage of correspondence (German, French, Italian, English), age and
ender. Table 1 summarizes the socio-demographic characteristics of
obile phone customers in our sample, while Table A.3 shows correla-

ions between census and customer data for various subpopulations. The
omparison suggests that the data is highly representative of the Swiss
opulation even at very local levels. 

The anonymity of customers was guaranteed at all steps of the anal-
sis. We never dealt with or had access to uncensored data. A data se-
urity specialist retrieved the CDRs from the operator’s database and
nonymized the telephone numbers using a 64-bit hash algorithm that
reserved the international and local area codes. He further removed
olumns with information on the transmitting antenna before making
he data available. Once the anonymized data were copied to a fully
ealed and encrypted workstation, we ran the analysis on site. To uti-
ize information on the transmitting antenna we passed scripts to the
perator’s personnel who executed them for us. 

.1. Observing social interactions in phone data 

Our primary aim is to observe social interactions, but not every
nstance of phone activity qualifies as such in the narrower sense so
hat the dataset needs to be cleaned beforehand (for a discussion see
londel et al., 2015 ). In our benchmark analysis, we filter the data as
3 See This Is How Swiss Make Phone Calls by Moneyland.ch, 
ttps://www.moneyland.ch/en/switzerland-telephone-call-survey-2018 (last 
ccess: 09.01.2019). 

t
2

ollows: First , we restrict the analysis to calls between mobile phones.
obile phones are personal objects and are thus representative of the

ocial network of a single person, while calls from landlines possibly re-
emble overlapping social networks as they are usually shared by multi-
le users. We assume that landline customers also own a mobile phone;
ence we do not miss relevant links, while including calls to both de-
ices may artificially inflate the size of a person’s network. For the same
eason, all results are based on customers who have registered only one
ctive mobile phone number. Customers with multiple active numbers
ypically include corporate customers, as well as parents acting as in-
oice recipients for their children. Second , we limit the analysis to out-
oing calls in order to cover intra-operator and inter-operator activity
qually well and to filter out promotional calls by call centers. Third ,
alls with a duration of less than 10 seconds are considered acciden-
al and are therefore excluded from the analysis. Fourth , we drop mo-
ile phone numbers that display implausibly low or high monthly us-
ge statistics, with a minimum threshold of 1 minute and a maximum
hreshold of 56 hours per month. This removes inactive numbers as well
s commercially used phones. Fifth , the analysis is limited to private mo-
ile phones, so that business calls between corporate customers do not
reate noise in our measures. Sixth , some specifications require address
nformation for both caller and callee such that inter-operator calls can-
ot be used in all steps of the analysis. Those estimations are therefore
ased on intra-operator calls, which we weight according to the opera-
or’s market share at the callee’s billing address. Finally , we only use the
rst 28 days of each month to make the data comparable across different
onths. 

These steps eliminate approximately 37 percent of the total dura-
ion of phone calls recorded, leaving us with around 60 million calls per
onth that amount to a total duration of 200 million minutes (for details

ee Table A.1 in the appendix). We assess the robustness of our insights
y adjusting our filtering procedure. In particular, we re-examine the
esults of our benchmark estimations for phone usage measures incorpo-
ating text messages and phone usage measures based on both incoming
nd outgoing calls. 

.2. Descriptive statistics on phone usage and local characteristics 

Table 1 shows summary statistics on mobile phone usage for cus-
omers aged 15 to 64. 4 These include measures that inform about the
umber of unique contacts, about the intensity of interactions measured
y frequency and duration of calls, and whether the call occurs within
he local catchment area of the caller. The local catchment area is de-
ned as those postcodes that are located within a 15 minutes road travel
ime perimeter from the individual’s place of residence. The average pri-
ate mobile phone user makes 1.2 calls per day with a cumulative du-
ation of four minutes to a bit more than nine unique contacts. Roughly
5 percent of the phone usage matches our definition of local calls, i.e.
alls to recipients living within a 15 minutes car travel perimeter from
he caller’s address. 

Table A.2 in the appendix displays the corresponding statistics by
ge, gender, and type of residence. A few observations stand out: Female
nd older customers display on average a lower calling frequency and
umber of unique contacts than male and younger customers. Although
hey make on average fewer calls to a smaller number of unique con-
acts, the cumulative duration of calls is higher for female than for male
ustomers. Finally, the youngest customers (i.e. 15–24 year) maintain
 more local call network compared to older customers. Fig. A.1 in the
ppendix further shows that the distributions of phone usage measures
re markedly right-skewed and that the network uncovered by the data
xhibits characteristic features of other socially generated networks doc-
mented in the literature (see Jackson and Rogers, 2007; Watts, 1999 ):
4 Due to privacy concerns, we worked with decimal age-brackets. This means 
hat a customer aged 24 was assigned to the 20-bracket, while a customer aged 
5 belongs to the 30-bracket. 

https://www.moneyland.ch/en/switzerland-telephone-call-survey-2018
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Fig. 1. Degree of Urbanization – Cities, Hinterland and Periphery. 
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6 Note that the number of mutual contacts, 𝐹 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 −1 , enters with a lag. This im- 
plies that agents form/dissolve links myopically, as if all features of the previous 
period’s network remain fixed. Assuming this structure eliminates contempora- 
neous feedback, which would confound inference ( Graham, 2015 ). 

7 We have estimated the models also with geographical distance instead of 
travel time which does not qualitatively affect our results. However, due to 
the rugged landscape in Switzerland travel time is the more relevant measure. 
Bailey et al., 2020 show that even in a dense urban environment travel time 
and travel costs are substantially stronger predictors of Facebook ties than geo- 
 short average path length between pairs and “fat tails ” in the distri-
ution of the number of unique contacts. 

The phone data are complemented by various municipal statistics
rovided by the Federal Statistical Office (FSO), including population
gures and the degree of urbanization as classified by EUROSTAT. 5 

ig. 1 shows the regional variation in urbanization based on the afore-
entioned measure. We map the municipal statistics on the areal bound-

ries of postcodes. If the area of a postcode intersects with several mu-
icipalities, we weight the municipal statistics based on the stock of
uildings as of 2015; for categorical variables the postcode is assigned to
he category with the highest accumulated weight. We also compute ge-
graphical distances between pairs of postcodes using GIS software. Car
riving distances between centroids of postcodes and public transport
ravel times for all existing pairs of stops were obtained from search.ch .
able 2 displays the descriptive statistics for our cleaned sample of 3152
ostcodes. 

. Distance and social interactions via mobile phone 

.1. Empirical model 

We consider a directed network with N nodes each representing a
nique phone customer which we denote by 𝑖 ∈  = {1 , … , 𝑁} . A link
etween individuals i and j is defined by 𝑔 𝑖𝑗 = 1 , while the absence of
 link is marked as 𝑔 𝑖𝑗 = 0 . This network can then be characterized by
 pair (  ,  ) where  = [ 𝑔 𝑖𝑗 ] is a N × N adjacency matrix. We observe
he network’s adjacency matrix  𝑡 = [ 𝑔 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 ] in each month 𝑡 ∈ {1 , … , 12} .

e assume that rational agents i and j establish a link if the net surplus
rom doing so is positive (c.f. Graham, 2015 ). Accordingly, we specify
he linear probability model of two individuals i and j forming a link as

 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑇 ′
𝑖𝑗,𝑡 
𝜂1 + 𝐹 ′

𝑖𝑗,𝑡 −1 𝜂2 + 𝑍 

′
𝑖𝑗 
𝜌 + 𝜙1 𝐷 𝑖,𝑡 −1 + 𝜙2 𝐷 𝑗,𝑡 −1 + 𝑚 𝑖𝑗 + 𝑈 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 , (1)

here vector T ij,t measures the distance between i and j , 𝐹 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 −1 reflects
he number of contacts i and j have in common, Z ij is a vector of dyad-
pecific but time-invariant covariates, 𝐷 𝑖,𝑡 −1 and 𝐷 𝑗,𝑡 −1 capture differ-
5 See http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/miscellaneous/index.cfm? 
argetUrl = DSP_DEGURBA (last access: 01.06.2016) for more information 
n the EUROSTAT DEGURBA measure. 

g

y
i
a

nces in sociability based on both parties’ number of unique contacts,
 ij captures unobserved pair specific heterogeneity, and U ij,t denotes

he random utility component which is assumed to be i.i.d. with mean
ero. 6 

The distance measures represented by vector T ij,t comprise the log
ravel time between individual i ’s and j ’s residence as well as a dummy
or same workplace. 7 We use road travel times as well as public transport
ravel times. The place of work dummy equals one if they predominantly
se transmitting antennas within the same 5 km radius during business
ours. We discretize the number of common friends, such that we ob-
ain two dummy variables contained in 𝐹 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 −1 : The first indicator equals
ne, if agents i and j share at least one common social contact, while
he second indicator equals one if agents i and j share at least two com-
on contacts. 8 The dyad-specific covariates in vector Z ij include three
ummy variables indicating same age (i.e. same decimal age bracket),
ame gender and same language. 

The dyad-specific fixed effect in Eq. (1) accounts for matching based
n unobservables which may bias estimates of pooled OLS models with-
ut fixed effect. If individuals with common unobservable attributes are
ore likely to cluster regionally and thus live closer together, our dis-

ance measure will be negatively correlated with the error term. Includ-
ng the dyad-specific fixed effect will take out time invariant factors
hat affect the matching quality. Our causal identification builds on two
ources of changes in effective distance between agents, i.e. changes in
ravel time T ij which should lead to adjustments in the calling behavior.
raphic distance. 
8 We discretize the number of mutual friends, because the continuous measure 
ields imprecise (yet significant) estimates. Sensitivity checks showed diminish- 
ng effects of mutual friends as mutual friends beyond two did not significantly 
dd to the link likelihood. 

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/miscellaneous/index.cfm?TargetUrl=DSP_DEGURBA
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Table 2 

Main Descriptive Statistics across Postcodes. 

Mean SD Min Max 

Area in km 

2 12.927 19.215 0.014 242.904 

# Customers within catchment area 14,683 16818.31 50 107,549 

(i.e. wihtin 15 min. travel time perimeter) 

Distance: Postcode i to j 

Euclidean Distance (km) 111.931 59.501 0.336 353.852 

Travel Time by Car (min.) 142.804 69.033 0.283 453.508 

Travel Time by Public Trans. (min.) 269.904 100.181 1.008 713.000 

Degree of Urbanization 

City 0.035 – 0 1 

Periphery 0.336 – 0 1 

Hinterland 0.629 – 0 1 

Main Language 

German 0.628 – 0 1 

French 0.295 – 0 1 

Italian 0.065 – 0 1 

Rhaeto-Romanic 0.012 – 0 1 

Sources: The sample covers 3152 postcodes. Areal data from Swisstopo; population data, language shares, and degree of urbanisation 
from the Federal Statistical Office; car travel times from search.ch ; number of customers from Swisscom. Data from postcodes with less 
than 50 customers were deleted due to data privacy requirements. 
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Table 3 

Representativeness of Movers Recorded in Mobile Phone Data. 

Sample Postal Data 

Percent of movers by distance 

0–30 min 71.75 70.62 

> 30 min 28.25 29.38 

Percent of movers by DEGURBA classification 

city to hinterland/periphery. 9.90 9.89 

hinterland/periphery to city 13.75 12.60 

within hinterland/periphery 20.79 18.15 

no change 55.56 59.36 

Notes : Column (1) reports moves based on changes in the postcode of 
the billing address for cellphone users in our filtered sample for June 
2015-May 2016. Column (2) reports moves based on address changes 
recorded by Post AG, the Federal postal service, for January-December 
2014. 
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he first stems from relocation of individuals and the second is a natural
xperiment caused by a major public transport investment which allows
s to focus on the link formation of stayers. 

A practical issue that arises with estimating the outlined link forma-
ion models is the size of the adjacency matrix that potentially includes
2 · 10 6 ) 2 unique pairs of individuals. It is neither computationally fea-
ible to estimate the models based on all these pairs nor necessary for
btaining consistent estimates of the parameters of interest as is shown
y Manski and Lerman (1977) , and Cosslett (1981) . Since we know the
rue number of potential and established links we can use a stratified
ample and adjust the estimates with the respective sampling weights.
ur choice-based sample results from an endogenous stratified sampling

cheme where each stratum is defined according to the individual re-
ponses, that is the binary values taken by the response variable g ij,t . 

9 

his sampling structure requires the availability of prior information on
he marginal response probabilities which is in our setting available due
o the observation of  𝑡 . 

.2. Main results 

We first examine the relation between distance and mobile phone
alls by plotting the share of links against the share of potential links
y radius. Fig. 2 illustrates the rapid decline of mobile phone interac-
ions across space: Almost 50 percent of links are formed within a 5 km
erimeter that covers on average less than 1 percent of the population. 

.2.1. Estimates based on distance changes due to moving 

Fig. 2 neither accounts for biases due to spatial sorting of similar
ypes nor is it informative about the relative importance of distance.

e therefore proceed to the link formation models, outlined in the pre-
ious section and analyze the link formation of movers which allows
s to back out unobserved pair-specific factors. Before we elaborate on
he results for the distance changes due to moving, let us briefly discuss
hether the movers in our dataset are representative of the movers in

he Swiss population. While we observe somewhat more movers in the
9 The main motivation behind this approach is usually the possibility of over- 
ampling rare alternatives, which can improve the accuracy of the econometric 
nalysis but also reduce survey costs. However, in our case we undersample 
hose dyads with 𝑔 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 = 0 in order to enhance computational efficiency. 

t  

c
s

aw phone data, i.e. about 6 percent, compared to 4.2 percent in the
ostal data, Table 3 shows that the moving patterns match very well.
nother concern may be that movers are systematically different from
on-movers. Table A.4 in the appendix compares phone usage statis-
ics and socio-demographics between movers and stayers. While movers
re considerably younger than non-movers, they only marginally dif-
er along the other dimensions such as calling frequency, duration and
umber of unique contacts. In terms of gender and language, movers
re practically identical to non-movers. 

In Table 4 we estimate the effect of distance on link formation.
olumns (1) and (2) report pooled OLS models based on a 5 percent ran-
om sample of private mobile phone customers; 10 column (1) only in-
ludes car travel time, while column (2) estimates the benchmark model
s in Eq. (1) without controlling for unobserved dyad-specific hetero-
eneity. Columns (3) to (6) show the results of pooled OLS models that
ere estimated based on all private mobile phone customers that moved
etween June 2015 and May 2016; columns (3) to (5) use car travel time
o account for the distance between the homes of two individuals, while
10 Estimating the model for all customers and their potential interactions is 
omputationally not feasible. The estimates are therefore based on a random 

ample and proved very robust to sampling. 
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Fig. 2. Share of Links Measured via Mobile Phone Calls and Population by Radius Notes: The share of links reflect mobile phone calls made in June 2015. The 
radius is calculated based on the distance between the caller’s and callee’s place of residence. Population statistics comprise number of mobile phone customer’s by 
postcode. 
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olumn (6) is based on public transport travel times. Columns (7) to (10)
re estimated with the same sample of movers as columns (3) to (6) but
nclude pair fixed effects to absorb time constant dyad-specific hetero-
eneity. Coefficients were multiplied by 10,000 an can be interpreted as
asis points. Hence, a coefficient equaling one translates to a marginal
ncrease in Pr ( g ij = 1) of a hundredth percentage point. 

In all estimated specifications the travel time between two agents
nters negatively, implying that distance is indeed costly when forming
nd maintaining a link. To compare the estimates across different sam-
les we compute distance elasticities adjusted for base probabilities i.e.
he relative marginal effect �̂�1 

𝑃 𝑟 ( 𝑔 𝑖𝑗 =1 |𝑇 𝑖𝑗 =0) 
. Comparing the distance elas-

icities adjusted for base probabilities in the most parsimonious fixed
ffect specification (column 7: −0 . 020∕0 . 116 = −0 . 172 ) to the equiva-
ent pooled OLS specification (column 3: −0 . 147∕0 . 718 = −0 . 204 ) sug-
ests that unobservable matching attributes are correlated with travel
istances between i and j , so that the plain OLS estimate overstate the
istance penalty to interactions via phone. 

The quadratic specifications for road travel times in columns (2), (5),
nd (9) reveal a convex relationship between link formation and dis-
ance. According to the fixed effect estimates in column (9), doubling
he distance from 10 minutes road travel to 20 minutes road travel re-
uces the likelihood for an interaction via phone by 48 percent. 11 The
arginal effect of distance reaches zero at 92 minutes (i.e. exp ( 1 . 367 

2×0 . 151 )
n the pooled OLS specification for movers (see column 5), and 106 min-
tes (i.e. exp ( 0 . 140 

2×0 . 015 ) ) when pair fixed effects are included (see column
). 

Public transport travel times, as used in columns (6) and (10), yield
ery similar results. According to the fixed effect estimates in column
10), doubling the distance from 10 minutes public transport travel time
o 20 minutes public transport travel time reduces the likelihood for an
nteraction via phone by a factor of 32 percent. The marginal effect of
istance reaches zero at 156 minutes (i.e. exp ( 0 . 101 

2×0 . 010 ) when pair fixed
ffects are included, hence the negative effect of distance is very pro-
ounced at small distances and relatively quickly fades out, no matter
hether public transport or road travel times are used. 

In order to allow for a more flexible functional form, one can replace
he linear/quadratic distance functions by a series of dummies capturing
ins of 5 minutes car travel time. We also estimate non-linear models
11 Based column (9) in Table 4 we calculate the reduction as fol- 
ows: [(0 . 329 − 0 . 140 × ln (20) + 0 . 015 × ln (20) 2 ) − (0 . 329 − 0 . 140 × ln (10) + 0 . 015 ×
n (10) 2 )]∕[0 . 329 − 0 . 140 × ln (10) + 0 . 015 × ln (10) 2 ] . 

n  

T
 

d  

i  
o accommodate for the binary dependent variable. Section B.1 in the
ppendix confirms that results are robust to using a Logit model as well
s modeling distance with a series of dummies. 

Supporting the hypothesis of complementarity between face-to-face
nd phone interactions, the distance gradient is generally steeper at high
ensity places where a large number of potential contacts live nearby.
s columns (4) and (8) show, doubling the population density increases

he detrimental impact of distance on the likelihood of calling each other
y about 3 percent. 

In addition to being neighbors, working in the same area also in-
reases the likelihood of link formation. The coefficient for the dummy
ariable “Same Workplace ” ranges between 0.1 and 0.5., which is
oughly ten times the estimated effect of speaking the same principal
anguage. Thus, distance in terms of both residence and workplace re-
uce the likelihood of interacting via phone. The coefficients for both
Common Contact ” variables are highly significant. Column (4) shows
hat the probability of forming a link with another person increases by
p to 19 percentage points, if one shares at least two common contacts.
s one would expect, the estimates are considerably smaller in column

8), which controls for matching quality by employing dyad-specific
xed effects. Nonetheless, the additional link-surplus of 1.2 percentage
oints due to triadic relations – as obtained in the most conservative
pecification – is quantitatively substantial. 

The pooled OLS specifications (2), (4), (5) and (6) also control
or socio-demographic (dis)similarities, namely dummies for same lan-
uage, same gender, and same age (decimal brackets), as well as the ab-
olute age difference between customers i and j . Our results unambigu-
usly point toward homophily, which is the well documented tendency
f individuals to bond with similar others (e.g. McPherson et al., 2001;
urrarini et al., 2009 ). For instance, individuals who share the same
rincipal language are more likely to interact than individuals with dif-
erent languages. The same holds true for age and gender. 

The identification strategy used to obtain these results may raise the
oncern that movers differ systematically from the rest of the popula-
ion. Apart from age, Table A.4 in the appendix shows that differences
n both individual characteristics and phone usage behavior are rela-
ively small between movers and non-movers. In addition, re-estimating
he main specifications for different sub-groups of the population does
ot point toward relevant heterogeneity in the distance penalty (see
able B.4 ). 

Another potential shortcoming of the above tests may be that movers
iffer from the population average along several unobservable character-
stics which could also be related to phone usage. Identification of the
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Table 4 

Gravity Model of Social Interactions via Mobile Phones, LPM-Models. 

Transport mode All Customers, Pooled OLS Movers, Pooled OLS Movers, OLS with Pair Fixed Effects 

Car Car Car Car Car Public Car Car Car Public 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Travel distance between individuals 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.165 ∗∗∗ -1.887 ∗∗∗ -0.147 ∗∗∗ -0.101 ∗∗∗ -1.367 ∗∗∗ -0.941 ∗∗∗ -0.020 ∗∗∗ -0.029 ∗∗∗ -0.140 ∗∗∗ -0.101 ∗∗∗ 

(0.000) (0.037) (0.000) (0.001) (0.020) (0.023) (0.000) (0.001) (0.005) (0.005) 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.209 ∗∗∗ 0.151 ∗∗∗ 0.090 ∗∗∗ 0.015 ∗∗∗ 0.010 ∗∗∗ 

(0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.000) 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.002 ∗∗∗ -0.001 ∗∗∗ 

× Ln(PopDensity i,t ) (0.000) (0.000) 

Main control variables 

Same Workplace ij,t 0.124 ∗∗∗ 0.494 ∗∗∗ 0.218 ∗∗∗ 0.389 ∗∗∗ 0.101 ∗∗∗ 0.100 ∗∗∗ 0.095 ∗∗∗ 

(0.024) (0.018) (0.018) (0.019) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) 

Same Language ij,t 0.029 ∗∗∗ 0.044 ∗∗∗ 0.024 ∗∗∗ 0.004 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Same Gender ij,t 0.007 ∗∗∗ 0.007 ∗∗∗ 0.007 ∗∗∗ 0.006 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Same Age ij,t 0.025 ∗∗∗ 0.035 ∗∗∗ 0.035 ∗∗∗ 0.034 ∗∗∗ 

(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

> 0 Common Contacts 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 −1 129.066 ∗∗∗ 169.179 ∗∗∗ 169.000 ∗∗∗ 163.831 ∗∗∗ 9.592 ∗∗∗ 9.592 ∗∗∗ 9.119 ∗∗∗ 

(2.812) (3.290) (3.290) (3.255) (0.281) (0.281) (0.275) 

> 1 Common Contacts 𝑖𝑗,𝑡 −1 1515.627 ∗∗∗ 1886.335 ∗∗∗ 1886.203 ∗∗∗ 1845.203 ∗∗∗ 126.814 ∗∗∗ 126.814 ∗∗∗ 121.139 ∗∗∗ 

(116.663) (123.998) (123.987) (125.161) (9.037) (9.036) (8.910) 

Const. 0.800 ∗∗∗ 4.204 ∗∗∗ 0.718 ∗∗∗ 0.516 ∗∗∗ 3.063 ∗∗∗ 2.465 ∗∗∗ 0.116 ∗∗∗ 0.155 ∗∗∗ 0.329 ∗∗∗ 0.293 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.080) (0.001) (0.008) (0.045) (0.058) (0.002) (0.004) (0.010) (0.012) 

R 2 0.001 0.037 0.001 0.045 0.045 0.044 0.533 0.533 0.533 0.536 

Further Controls No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Pair FE No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 49,172,284 49,172,284 67,964,704 67,964,704 67,964,704 65,032,940 67,964,704 67,964,704 67,964,704 65,032,940 

Notes : We use monthly data for June 2015–May 2016. The sample in columns (1) and (2) was drawn with a 5% probability from all private mobile phones that were 
used every month at least once. The sample in columns (3) to (10) covers all movers who used their phone every month at least once. All coefficients are multiplied 
by 10000, and therefore can be interpreted as basis points. Same Age is unity for individuals in the same decimal age-bracket. Further controls include the number of 
unique contacts (degree centrality) for both agents and the absolute age difference between agents i and j . Standard errors in parentheses. +p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, 
∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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ausal impact of distance on link formation may be impeded by changes

n these characteristics, which would not be captured by the fixed ef-
ects. Ideally, the identification strategy based on movers would exploit
n exogenous shock that displaced individuals to new locations similar
s in Catalini (2017) . Since such a shock did not occur in our setting,
e can only analyze movers that decided to relocate. 

In order to avoid these potentially confounding effects in the mover
nalysis, we re-estimate Eq. (1) , but instead of using movers, we identify

1 based on exogenous changes in the public transport timetable. 12 

.2.2. Estimates based on distance changes following a major revision of 

ublic transport schedules 

Public transportation is a frequently used mode of transportation
n Switzerland, which has one of the densest railway networks world-
ide. 13 After the completion of an underground cross-city route in
urich and several new railway connections, the Swiss Federal Rail-
ays company (SBB) issued a revised timetable on 13 December 2015.
12 Catalini et al., 2019 follow a related identification strategy and study 
hether the introduction of new routes by a low-cost airline impacted the col- 

aboration decisions scientists. They find strong evidence for spatial frictions in 
cientific collaborations. 
13 For instance, public transportation covers about 60 percent of the 
ommutes in the Zurich area. The central station of Zurich counts 
ore than 150 million passengers per year and belongs to the top five 
ost busiest train stations in Europe (see SBB Passagierfrequenz, 2016 

t https://data.sbb.ch/explore/dataset/passagierfrequenz/table/?sort = 
ahnhof_haltestelle&refine.bezugsjahr = 2016 , last access: 09.01.2019). 
or a comparison of railway densities see for instance 
ttps://w3.unece.org/PXWeb/en (last access: 15.08.2019). 
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his was the most substantial change of the SBB’s timetable since 2004,
ffecting both the frequency of connections and journey times across
witzerland. 14 The largest changes occurred in the canton of Zurich and
urrounding regions but all other parts of the country also displayed
hanges in public transport times (see Section A.5 in the appendix for
ore details). The planning of Switzerland’s public transport schedules

s highly centralized; the SBB holds a market share of 80% in rail traffic
o that local providers coordinate their services with the SBB. This cen-
ralization brings about nationwide changes in public transport connec-
ions triggered by newly established connections of the federal railway.
oreover, it facilitates reliable timetable queries from webservices such

s search.ch (our data source). 
To calculate changes in the public transport travel time between two

laces, we use information on the quickest connections between all pairs
f public transport stops including the frequency of available connec-
ions for a two hour window between 6 am and 8 am. Our measure of
ublic transport travel times captures journey and waiting time, and is
efined as 

 𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 

120 𝑚𝑖𝑛. 
# 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 

+ 𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑦 𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒.

(2) 

o obtain a comparable travel time matrix for 2017, we use the same se-
ection of stops as in the 2015 matrix. Any changes between travel times
n 2015 and 2017 can then be attributed to the timetable revision on 13
ecember 2015. The distribution of changes in travel times between
14 In total, the capacity of regional rail services was expanded by 3.3 percent. 
ee https://company.sbb.ch/de/medien/medienstelle/medienmitteilungen/ 
etail.html/2015/11/1111-1 . 

https://data.sbb.ch/explore/dataset/passagierfrequenz/table/?sort=bahnhof_haltestelle\04526refine.bezugsjahr=2016
https://w3.unece.org/PXWeb/en
https://company.sbb.ch/de/medien/medienstelle/medienmitteilungen/detail.html/2015/11/1111-1
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Table 5 

Changes in Public Transport and Social Interactions via Phone, LPM-Models. 

Transport mode Switzerland Canton Zurich 

Car Public Public Public Public Public Public 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.364 ∗∗∗ -0.405 ∗∗∗ -0.008 ∗∗ -0.055 -0.380 ∗∗∗ -0.022 ∗ -0.326 + 

(0.005) (0.006) (0.003) (0.087) (0.016) (0.010) (0.189) 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.004 0.035 + 

(0.008) (0.021) 

Constant 3.046 ∗∗∗ 2.157 ∗∗∗ 0.099 ∗∗∗ 0.222 1.743 ∗∗∗ 0.178 ∗∗∗ 0.832 ∗ 

(0.042) (0.034) (0.017) (0.023) (0.073) (0.043) (0.423) 

R 2 0.001 0.001 0.523 0.523 0.001 0.554 0.554 

Pair FE No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Postcode Pairs 5,952,616 5,384,294 5,384,294 5,384,294 203,227 203,227 203,227 

Observations 87,005,282 83,183,964 83,183,964 83,183,964 18,149,188 18,149,188 18,149,188 

Notes : We use data from three-months windows prior and after the change in the public transport timetable on December 13th 2015, i.e. June 2015–
August 2015 and March 2016–May 2016. The sample covers only non-movers (both caller and callee) who used their phone every month at least once. 
In column (1)–(3), we drop observations in the canton of Ticino as these were affected by an infrastructure change not recorded in our travel time 
data. All coefficients of the linear probability models are multiplied by 10000, and can be interpreted as basis points. Standard errors are clustered by 
postcode pair and reported in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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ostcodes includes positive as well as negative values with the 10th-
ercentile change being a 34 minutes decrease in travel time, the median
hange equaling 0 minutes, and the 90th-percentile change amounting
o a 12 minutes increase. 

To reduce noise, we employ data from three-months windows prior
nd after the change in the public transport timetable, namely June–
ugust 2015 and March–May 2016. We also restrict the sample to indi-
iduals who keep the same billing address, so that the estimates of 𝜂1 

re not affected by the potentially endogenous moving decision. 
Table 5 shows the results for Swiss customers without change in the

illing address (columns 1–4) and a subsample of non-moving residents
f the canton Zurich (columns 5–7), where the largest changes occurred.
s in the previous models, distance is negatively correlated with the
robability that two agents form and maintain a link. In column (1) and
2) we compare the effect of distance as measured by road and public
ransport travel time for the linear, pooled OLS models: The marginal
ffects of distance relative to the base probabilities turn out to be sim-
lar for both transport modes with -0.12 and -0.19 for car and public
ransport, respectively. Once we include dyad-specific fixed effects in
olumn (3) and identify 𝜂1 from the exogenous change in public trans-
ort schedules, the distance elasticity relative to the base probability
rops significantly. In this case the value of the elasticity relative to the
ase probability (i.e. -0.08) is less than half of the elasticity obtained
rom the model without fixed effects (i.e. -0.19). The same holds true
hen we compare the pooled OLS and fixed effects specifications for

tayers in the Canton of Zurich, see columns (5) and (6) of Table 5 . This
gain documents the importance of unobservable matching attributes
hich are related to distances and bias plain OLS estimates. 

When a squared term of distance is added, the estimates’ precision
rop but again enter positively pointing to a convexly decreasing rela-
ion. The point estimates of Tables 4 and 5 can only be roughly com-
ared, since Table 5 pools three consecutive months into one cross-
ection, which increases the base probability that a link is observed by a
actor of approximately three. 15 Yet, the distance elasticities adjusted for
ase probabilities are quite similar: The values are -0.12 in column (5)
f Table 5 and -0.17 in column (7) of Table 4 . Comparing the quadratic
pecifications confirms that the two identification approaches yield sim-
lar distance decay functions: Column (7) of Table 5 shows that doubling
15 Besides, the estimations in columns (5) to (7) of Table 5 are restricted to the 
anton of Zurich (for callers) plus neighboring cantons (for callees) as this area 
xperienced the most pronounced changes in public travel times. This further 
omplicates direct comparisons. 

a  

t  

f  

e  

O  
he distance from 10 minutes public transport travel time to 20 minutes
ublic transport travel time reduces the likelihood for an interaction via
hone by 37 percent, and the distance elasticity converges to zero at 108
inutes. Computing these figures for column (10) in Table 4 , which is

ased on movers, we obtain 32 percent and 156 minutes. 
The public transport experiment yields consistent estimates of the

istance elasticity if the induced changes in travel times are not system-
tically related to changes in pair-specific unobservables at the point
n time when the new public transport schedule became relevant. We
erify this assumption by evaluating the presence of differences in the
egional trends of link formation prior to the change in the public trans-
ort timetable. First, we compare (pre-shock) sociodemographics and
hone usage statistics between those individuals that reside in postcodes
ith below median changes in public transport travel times to individu-
ls that live in postcodes with above median changes in public transport
ravel times (see Table A.5 ). It appears that French-speaking customers
n rural areas are slightly overrepresented among those experiencing
bove median changes in public transport travel times, but overall the
wo groups share almost identical characteristics. Second, we estimate
he same model specifications as in columns (6) and (7) of Table 5 as-
uming that the change in public transport travel times took place six
onths earlier. This placebo check yields insignificant estimates (see

ppendix B.2 ), and hence rejects the concern that our results are driven
y regional trends in social interactions prior to the change in public
ransport accessibility. 

We finally compare the functional form obtained from the different
odels in more detail. Fig. 3 plots the predicted probability for 𝑔 𝑖𝑗 = 1

elative to the base probability at a distance of 15 minutes travel time for
ve models: (i) The pooled OLS regression based on a random sample
f private mobile phone customers and car travel times (i.e. column 2 in
able 4 ), (ii) the pooled OLS regression based on movers and car travel
imes (i.e. column 5 in Table 4 ), (iii) the fixed-effects linear probability
odel based on movers and car travel times (i.e. column 9 in Table 4 ),

iv) the fixed-effects linear probability model based on movers and pub-
ic transport travel times (i.e. column 10 in Table 4 ), and (v) the fixed-
ffects linear probability model based on stayers in the canton Zurich
nd public transport travel times (i.e. column 7 in Table 5 ). Overall, the
raphs illustrate that the effect of distance is highly localized; the prob-
bility of forming a link is more than twice as large for direct neighbors
han for people living 15 minutes apart. This probability continues to
all quickly up to a distance of 30 minutes, beyond which the negative
ffect of travel time flattens out. The convexity is strongest in the pooled
LS models, which suggest that part of the effect can be attributed to
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Fig. 3. Predicted Probability to Form a Link, Base Distance = 15min Travel Time. Notes: All customers, LPM, car travel time: Table 4 , column (2); Movers, LPM, car 
travel time: Table 4 , column (5); movers, FE-LPM, car travel time: Table 4 , column (9); movers, FE-LPM, public travel time: Table 4 , column (10); stayers (ZH), 
FE-LPM, public transport travel time: Table 5 , column (7). Models with controls are evaluated at the following values: Same Workplace = 0, Common Contacts = 0, 
Number of unique contacts = mean, Same Gender = 1, Same Age = 1, Age Difference = 0, FE = 0. 
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16 Excluding more post-move months tends to increase the effects associated 
with density, but also decreases the precision of the estimates. 
orting. The distance effect in the public transport models fades out at
omewhat higher travel times compared to the specifications that use
ar routing data. This is the pattern that one would expect, since public
ransport travel times are consistently larger than those for road travel.

We conclude from these findings that distance is highly detrimental
o social interactions via mobile phones. Hence, this first set of tests un-
mbiguously suggest that meeting face-to-face and phone communica-
ion are complementary. Next, we examine whether distance costs lead
o differences in phone usage patterns across urban and rural areas. 

. Regional differences in density and phone usage 

.1. Empirical model 

Each customer has a place of residence, r , which is assigned on
he postcode level. We estimate the effect of location characteristics on
ndividual-level phone usage statistics, namely total call frequency, total
all duration, and number of unique contacts as well as the correspond-
ng variables computed only for peers in the same catchment area. This
ields six different phone call statistics – three for all calls and three for
ocal calls within a 15 minutes perimeter around the billing address –
hich we log-transform and generically denote by C it . Location-specific

ovariates at the place of residence are subsumed in vector L r . Hence,
e specify the benchmark model as 

 𝑖𝑟,𝑡 = 𝜇𝑖 + 𝐿 

′
𝑟,𝑡 
𝛽 + 𝑋 

′
𝑖𝑟,𝑡 
𝛾 + 𝜆𝑡 + 𝜆𝑙 

𝑟 
+ 𝜖𝑖𝑟,𝑡 , (3)

here X ir,t is a vector of individual characteristics, 𝜆t stands for month
xed effects, and 𝜆𝑙 

𝑟 
denotes language region fixed effects. 

The location vector, L r,t , includes indicators for EUROSTAT’s harmo-
ized definition of functional urban areas which distinguish between
he urban core, the hinterland and peripheral regions. Alternatively, we
easure local density using the number of private mobile phone cus-

omers within 15 minutes travel time from the respective place of res-
dence. Unlike municipal population statistics this measure has the fa-
orable feature that it is independent from administrative boundaries. 

The vector of individual controls, X ir,t , covers the customers’ lan-
uage (i.e. German, French, Italian, English), age (i.e. brackets span-
ing 10 years) and gender which are included as dummy variables in
he pooled OLS-specifications without individual fixed effects. Beyond
hat, X ir,t also comprises two individual-location specific measures that
an be combined with individual fixed effects: A dummy that captures
hether an individual belongs to the local language majority, and a

ontinuous measure for the commuting distance, which we infer based
n the individual’s billing address and the location of the transmitting
ntenna that the individual uses most frequently during business hours.

The issue of individual sorting on unobservables across locations is
ddressed by the fixed effect 𝜇i . Including 𝜇i requires time-changes in
he location characteristics which stem in our benchmark models from
overs. We consider those individuals as movers who shifted their res-

dence by at least 30 minutes driving time such that they experience a
ubstantial change in neighborhoods. This also ensures that the 15 min-
tes catchment areas used for calculating the local phone call statistics
o not overlap. Beside focusing on long-range movers, we exclude a five
onths window around the moving date so that our estimates are not

onfounded by extraordinary calling behavior directly associated with
he moving process. In this respect, Fig. A.3 reveals that the average
umber of unique phone contacts gradually increases three months prior
o relocation, and then converges back to the pre-moving period within
wo months. By cutting out this 5 months window, we further allow the
overs to adopt to their new environment. 16 If the most sociable indi-

iduals systematically sort into high-density places, specifications with-
ut individual fixed effect would yield upwardly biased estimates of the
ensity externality. To infer the role of sorting we compare the fixed ef-
ects estimates to the pooled OLS specifications. In particular, we build
n the following assumption: Unobservable personal characteristics that
rive both the location choice and calling behavior are persistent during
he twelve months we observe, and hence get absorbed by the individual
xed effect that we include when studying movers. 

.2. Main results 

We now present the results on the second and third set of tests that as-
ess the complementarity between mobile phone and face-to-face inter-
ctions. The higher population density (and hence lower distance costs)
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Table 6 

Regional Differences in Phone Usage Measures of Individuals. 

a. Pooled OLS Models Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

for All Customers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

City 0.120 ∗∗∗ 0.173 ∗∗∗ 0.022 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.028 ∗∗∗ 0.050 ∗∗∗ -0.008 ∗∗∗ 

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Population density 

75–90 percentile 0.031 ∗∗∗ 0.060 ∗∗∗ -0.021 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

90–95 percentile 0.074 ∗∗∗ 0.124 ∗∗∗ -0.004 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) 

95–99 percentile 0.143 ∗∗∗ 0.216 ∗∗∗ 0.018 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

≥ 99 percentile 0.192 ∗∗∗ 0.264 ∗∗∗ 0.046 ∗∗∗ 

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) 

Adj. R 2 0.061 0.059 0.062 0.031 0.030 0.032 0.067 0.067 0.068 

Observations 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 

b. Fixed Effects Models Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

for Sample of Movers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

City 0.041 ∗∗∗ 0.104 ∗∗∗ 0.011 

(0.012) (0.019) (0.010) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.003 0.013 ∗ -0.003 

(0.004) (0.006) (0.003) 

Population density 

75–90 percentile 0.002 0.013 -0.011 

(0.014) (0.021) (0.012) 

90–95 percentile 0.030 + 0.064 ∗ -0.014 

(0.018) (0.027) (0.015) 

95–99 percentile 0.042 ∗∗ 0.070 ∗∗ 0.019 

(0.016) (0.024) (0.013) 

≥ 99 percentile 0.047 + 0.122 ∗∗ -0.016 

(0.025) (0.037) (0.020) 

Adj. R 2 0.771 0.771 0.771 0.684 0.684 0.684 0.724 0.724 0.724 

Groups 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 

Observations 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 

Notes : We use monthly outgoing calls for June 2015–May 2016 to compute the logarithmized dependent variables. Note that population density is 
measured as the population within 15 minutes road travel time. The estimations in Panel (a) are based on all customers who used their phone every 
month at least once; they control for commuting distance, language of customer, dummy for belonging to a language minority, gender, age, language 
region, and month fixed effects. The estimations in Panel (b) are based on movers who used their phone every month at least once and changed their 
place of residence by at least 30 minutes driving time; they control for commuting distance, a dummy for belonging to a language minority, individual 
fixed effects, language region, and month fixed effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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n cities raise the expected net benefits of interacting such that individ-
als increase the number of joint activities. At the same time one would
xpect that the mix of interactions shifts from electronic towards face-
o-face interactions. If cities were to display a higher absolute level of
hone interactions than low density places, this would imply that the
rst effect dominates and that the total number of interactions – via
hone and face-to-face – is higher in cities. 

Section 5.2.1 examines the relation between density and phone us-
ge based on all calls. In Section 5.2.2 , we re-compute the same phone
sage measures for a subset of local calls, i.e. calls within a 15 minutes
erimeter around the caller’s place of residence. Both types of phone us-
ge measures are examined for all available private mobile phone cus-
omers as well as a subset of customers who changed their place of resi-
ence between July 2015 and April 2016 by at least 30 minutes driving
ime. If systematic sorting of sociable individuals into cities exists, the
ooled OLS models that include all customers overestimate the impact
f density on phone usage intensity. Restricting the analysis to movers
rings the advantage that we can back out time-constant unobservables.

.2.1. Population density and phone usage: Call frequency, call duration, 

nd number of contacts 

We begin with the pooled OLS specifications that cover all private
ustomers. Panel (a) of Table 6 shows the results for call frequency, call
uration, and the unique number of contacts; the first column of each
et of results contains the estimates for the discretized measure of ur-
anization, the second column examines continuous population density,
nd the third column assigns locations based on their population density
nto one of five groups, i.e. locations below the 75th-percentile, locations
etween the 75th- and 90th-percentile, locations between the 90th- and
5th-percentile, locations between the 95th- and 99th-percentile, and
ocations above the 99th-percentile. 

According to the results in Panel (a), city residents have on average a
2 percent higher calling frequency, spend 17 percent more time on the
hone, and call 2.2 percent more contacts than individuals living in the
interland or periphery. The continuous population density measure is
lso positively correlated with calling frequency and calling duration,
ut negatively with the number of unique contacts. The latter finding is
ue to non-linearities in the lower ranges of population density, as the
esults in column (9) show. Including a squared-term also points toward
 convex relation between population density and the average number
f unique contacts (results not shown). 

These positive correlations between density and phone usage are in
ine with similar patterns reported by Gaspar and Glaeser (1998) based
n Japanese phone usage statistics and by Schläpfer et al. (2014) exam-
ning Portuguese mobile phone data. So far it remains unclear, however,
hether these correlations can be interpreted as causal effects or are
erely driven by the sorting of high sociability types into urban cen-

ers. If systematic sorting of sociable individuals into cities exists, the
ooled OLS models overestimate the impact of density on phone usage.
he estimation sample in Panel (b) is therefore restricted to individu-
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Table 7 

Regional Differences in Local Phone Usage Measures of Individuals Based on Calls within 15 Minutes Radius. 

a. Pooled OLS Models Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

for All Customers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

City 0.238 ∗∗∗ 0.392 ∗∗∗ 0.149 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.159 ∗∗∗ 0.335 ∗∗∗ 0.087 ∗∗∗ 

(0.000) (0.001) (0.000) 

Population density 

75–90 percentile 0.182 ∗∗∗ 0.376 ∗∗∗ 0.087 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) 

90–95 percentile 0.235 ∗∗∗ 0.471 ∗∗∗ 0.122 ∗∗∗ 

(0.002) (0.003) (0.001) 

95–99 percentile 0.329 ∗∗∗ 0.597 ∗∗∗ 0.197 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.003) (0.001) 

≥ 99 percentile 0.413 ∗∗∗ 0.698 ∗∗∗ 0.272 ∗∗∗ 

(0.002) (0.005) (0.001) 

Adj. R 2 0.037 0.051 0.042 0.018 0.033 0.022 0.051 0.059 0.054 

Observations 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 9,353,679 

b. Fixed Effects Models Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

for Sample of Movers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

City 0.066 ∗∗ 0.088 0.075 ∗∗∗ 

(0.022) (0.061) (0.015) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.112 ∗∗∗ 0.286 ∗∗∗ 0.087 ∗∗∗ 

(0.007) (0.020) (0.005) 

Population density 

75–90 percentile 0.100 ∗∗∗ 0.178 ∗∗ 0.046 ∗∗ 

(0.028) (0.067) (0.018) 

90–95 percentile 0.079 ∗ 0.162 + 0.050 ∗ 

(0.031) (0.089) (0.022) 

95–99 percentile 0.136 ∗∗∗ 0.253 ∗∗ 0.149 ∗∗∗ 

(0.030) (0.079) (0.020) 

≥ 99 percentile 0.152 ∗∗∗ 0.342 ∗ 0.145 ∗∗∗ 

(0.043) (0.121) (0.031) 

Adj. R 2 0.685 0.686 0.685 0.602 0.603 0.602 0.594 0.596 0.594 

Groups 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 16,679 

Observations 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 

Notes : We use monthly outgoing calls for June 2015–May 2016 to compute the logarithmized dependent variables. Note that population density is 
measured as the population within 15 minutes road travel time. The estimations in Panel (a) are based on all customers who used their phone every 
month at least once; they control for commuting distance, language of customer, dummy for belonging to a language minority, gender, age, language 
region, and month fixed effects. The estimations in Panel (b) are based on movers who used their phone every month at least once and changed their 
place of residence by at least 30 minutes driving time; they control for commuting distance, a dummy for belonging to a language minority, individual 
fixed effects, language region, and month fixed effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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17 In a working paper version we provide evidence for higher matching quality 
ls who changed their place of residence between July 2015 and April
016. This allows us to include individual fixed effects that eliminate
ime-persistent characteristics. 

The fixed effects estimates shown in Panel (b) of Table 6 substan-
ially drop in magnitude compared to those obtained in the pooled OLS
odels: The results suggest that city residents spend 10 percent more

ime on the phone and have a 4 percent higher calling frequency than
eople living in the periphery or hinterland. Sorting evidently explains
art of the pattern uncovered in the pooled OLS models but absorbing all
ime-constant individual characteristics does not eliminate the positive
orrelation between cities and phone usage measured via call frequency
nd call duration. Using the discretized density measures further shows
hat those locations with the highest population density make the most
nd longest phone calls: Compared to places below the 75-percentile in
erms of density, those living in the 10 percent densest places make be-
ween 3 and 4.7 percent more phone calls ( t -values: 1.7–2.6), and their
alls last in sum 6.4 to 12.2 percent longer ( t -values: 2.4–3.3). With re-
ard to the total number of unique contacts things look different: the
ositive correlation between cities and the number of unique contacts
ompletely disappears once spatial sorting is taken into account; the es-
imates fluctuate around zero and do not pass conventional thresholds
f statistical significance ( t -values: 0.8–1.5). 
i

We interpret the latter finding as indication of a quality-quantity
rade-off: Maintaining social contacts consumes time which acts as a
irect constraint for the number of contacts. While the absolute num-
er of contacts may not increase with population density the intensity
f interactions does and the selection of contacts becomes more local-
zed. 17 This is also consistent with results on social interactions from
erman survey data (see Burley, 2015 ) and fits well with the so-called

ocial brain hypothesis claiming that the upper limit of group sizes is set
y purely cognitive constraints (c.f. Dunbar,1992). 

Overall, these findings lend strong support to the hypothesis that
ense urban areas not only facilitate face-to-face interactions but also
ncrease mobile phone usage suggesting that the two modes of social in-
eractions are complementary. Between 40 and 70 percent of the higher
hone usage in cities can be explained by sorting of sociable types to
ense areas, as a comparison of the results in Panel (a) and (b) reveal.
et, a robust effect of population density on call frequency and call du-
ation remain, even when we account for time constant individual char-
cteristics. 
n cities which supports this interpretation (see Büchel and Ehrlich, 2017). 
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Table 8 

Changes in Phone Usage Triggered by Shifts in Public Transport Accessibility, FE-Model. 

a. Phone Usage Measures Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Ln(Pop. Density) -0.003 -0.035 ∗ -0.003 -0.016 -0.003 -0.018 

(0.002) (0.017) (0.003) (0.021) (0.002) (0.011) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 2 0.002 ∗ 0.001 0.001 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Adj. R 2 0.768 0.768 0.684 0.684 0.782 0.733 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Further Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4,181,552 4,181,552 4,181,552 4,181,552 4,181,552 4,181,552 

b. Local Phone Usage Measures Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

i.e. within 15min. Radius (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.168 ∗∗∗ 0.013 0.401 ∗∗∗ 0.133 0.130 ∗∗∗ 0.063 ∗ 

(0.009) (0.041) (0.019) (0.092) (0.006) (0.030) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 2 0.010 ∗∗∗ 0.017 ∗∗ 0.004 ∗ 

(0.003) (0.006) (0.002) 

Adj. R 2 0.756 0.756 0.644 0.644 0.693 0.693 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Further Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4,181,552 4,181,552 4,181,552 4,181,552 4,181,552 4,181,552 

Notes : We use monthly outgoing calls for June 2015–August 2015 and March 2016–May 2016 to compute the logarithmized dependent variables 
such that we exclude the months close to the change in public transportation. We drop observations in the canton of Ticino as these were 
affected by an infrastructure change not recorded in our travel time data. Note that population density is measured as the population within 
40 minutes public transportation travel time. The sample covers customers who used their phone every month at least once and did not change 
residence. Further controls include commuting distance and a dummy for belonging to language minority. Standard errors clustered by postcode 
in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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.2.2. Population density and local phone usage: Local call frequency, 

ocal call duration, and number of local contacts 

In this section we repeat the same analysis but recalculate the phone
sage measures for calls within a 15 minutes perimeter around the
aller’s place of residence. City residents have an innately larger number
f potential contacts within their catchment area. Thus, complementar-
ty between face-to-face interactions and phone calls is especially bound
o be reflected in a more localized network, that is a larger number of
nique phone contacts, a higher frequency of calls, and a longer call
uration within one’s neighborhood. 

The reported correlations from pooled OLS models in Panel (a) of
able 7 are statistically highly significant and show that people living

n dense areas make more calls within their catchment area, these calls
ake more time, and are directed to a larger number of unique contacts.
he measured differences are quite substantial: City residents make on
verage 24 percent more calls to individuals within a 15 minutes ra-
ius, the sum of these calls takes 39 percent longer, and city residents
each 15 percent more different contacts within their catchment area.
olumns (3), (4) and (5) confirm that the frequency and duration of lo-
al calls as well as the number of unique local contacts is highest among
hose individuals that live in the 25 percent most densely populated
reas. 

Panel (b) of Table 7 restricts the analysis to movers which allows us
o absorb all individual specific time constant heterogeneity. These esti-
ates also back the hypothesis that face-to-face and phone interactions

re complementary: The effect of density on phone usage for local calls
s consistently positive and 17 out of 18 coefficients are significant at
he 10 percent level or higher. Again, the fixed effect estimates drop in
agnitude compared to those in the pooled OLS models: A comparison

f the estimates in Panel (a) and (b) suggest that roughly 50 to 70 per-
ent of the difference in local phone usage can be explained by sorting of
ore sociable types into urban areas. Nonetheless the remaining impact

f density is considerable: On average, doubling the population density
ncreases local calls by 11 percent, their duration by 28 percent, and the
umber of unique contacts rises by 9 percent. 
.3. Robustness analysis 

So far our analysis shows a coherent relation between population
ensity and phone usage: Individuals in cities use their phones more
ntensely than individuals in rural areas even when sorting is accounted
or. This gap shows in phone usage measures based on all calls and –
ven more pronounced – for local calls within a 15 minutes travel time
erimeter. Both patterns support the hypothesis that mobile phone calls
omplement (not substitute) face-to-face interactions. 

In this section, we examine the sensitivity of these results along a
umber of dimensions. First, we address the concern, that preference
hanges driving location choice and mobile phone usage may coincide,
hich would invalidate the identification assumption imposed in the
enchmark analysis based on movers. Second, we instrument local pop-
lation density to account for unobserved location characteristics that
ight be correlated with both population density and phone usage.
hird, we analyze whether the main conclusions also hold for phone
sage measures that incorporate text messages. Finally, we explore sev-
ral dimensions of effect heterogeneity. 

.3.1. Adjustments in the phone calling behavior of stayers following a 

evision of public transport schedules 

An issue of our analysis in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 may be that
he factors driving the moving decision are potentially correlated with
hone usage behavior. For instance, if one develops a taste for diverse
ultural events and vibrant socializing and hence decides to move to a
ity, the simultaneous increase in phone usage and local population den-
ity may be wrongly interpreted as causal relation. Similarly, systematic
ife cycle patterns that drive location decisions and mobile phone usage
ay bring about correlations between local density and phone usage
easures that are mistakenly interpreted as causal effect. 

In the following, we look at catchment areas defined by public trans-
ortation travel time rather than road travel time. We measure popula-
ion density by the number of private mobile phone customers living
ithin a 40 minutes public transport travel time perimeter from the
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Table 9 

Regional Differences in Phone Usage of Movers, IV-FE Model. 

a. Phone Usage Measures Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.008 0.033 ∗∗∗ -0.000 

(0.007) (0.010) (0.006) 

City 0.036 0.146 ∗∗∗ -0.001 

(0.029) (0.044) (0.024) 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Further Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Lang. Region & Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Groups 15,898 15,899 15,898 15,899 15,898 15,899 

Observations 84,423 84,430 84,423 84,430 84,423 84,430 

b. Local Phone Usage Measures, Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

i.e. within 15min. Radius (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.089 ∗∗∗ 0.188 ∗∗∗ 0.053 ∗∗∗ 

(0.012) (0.033) (0.008) 

City 0.383 ∗∗∗ 0.815 ∗∗∗ 0.228 ∗∗∗ 

(0.051) (0.143) (0.036) 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Further Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Lang. Region & Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Groups 15,898 15,899 15,898 15,899 15,898 15,899 

Observations 84,423 84,430 84,423 84,430 84,423 84,430 

Notes : We use monthly outgoing calls for June 2015–May 2016 to compute the logarithmized dependent variables. Current population density is 
measured as the population within 15 minutes road travel time of a postcode. The instrument in the first-stage regression is log population density 
at the municipality level in 1850, for which we obtain coefficients of 0.767 ( t -value = 227.3) in columns (1), (3), (5) and 0.176 ( t -value = 128.6) 
in columns (2), (4), (6). The sample consists of movers who used their phone every month at least once. Further controls include commuting 
distance, dummy for belonging to language minority. Robust standard errors in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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espective place of residence. We have chosen the 40 minutes thresh-
ld, because it yields population densities of catchment areas that are
omparable to the ones obtained for 15 minutes road travel time. 18 

ince this measure of local population density is a function of public
ransport accessibility, it is affected by the revision of public transport
chedules described in Section 4.2.2 . The distribution of changes in lo-
al population density includes positive and negative values with the
0th-percentile change being a 8 percent decrease in density, the me-
ian change equaling plus 1 percent, and the 90th-percentile change
mounting to an 37 percent increase. Analogously, we now compute
he local measures of calling frequency, duration of calls, and number
f unique contacts based on calls directed to people living in catchment
reas of 40 minutes public transport travel time. 

Using this new set of variables, we re-estimate the specifications
n Eq. (3) and now identify the impact of population density through
hanges triggered by the revision of the public transport schedule. Im-
ortantly, a comparison of (pre-shock) characteristics between those in-
ividuals that reside in postcodes with below median changes in effec-
ive population density with those individuals that live in postcodes with
bove median changes in effective population density, show that the
wo groups are virtually identical in terms of (pre-shock) calling behav-
or and sociodemographics (see Table A.6 in the appendix). The results
btained from examining this natural experiment are summarized in
able 8 where panel (a) displays the global phone usage statistics and
anel (b) shows the local phone usage measures. Note that in contrast
o the estimates in Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 we do not use the binary
ity indicator because the change in public transport times has no con-
equences for the assignment of postcodes to urban versus non-urban
reas. 

Panel (a) shows that the linear specifications yields insignificant ef-
ects of population density on all three measures of phone usage. Except
or calling duration this was also true in the fixed effect specifications
18 An average catchment area counts 11,950 customers when a 40 minutes pub- 
ic transport travel time perimeter is used, while it includes 14,683 customers 
or a 15 minutes road travel time perimeter. 
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m  
ased on movers in Table 6 which was explained by a convex relation-
hip. In columns (2), (4), and (6) we add again a quadratic term. The
arginal effect of population density on calling frequency is positive

nd significant for catchment areas of above ca. 6300 inhabitants which
s well below the average size of catchment areas. The estimated coef-
cients confirm a convex relationship for calling frequency while for
alling duration we do not find significant effects. 

The analysis of local phone usage patterns shows a much clearer
icture. The estimated coefficients of population density in panel (b) of
able 8 are highly significant and similar in magnitude as the estimates
btained in the movers analysis: According to the estimates in panel
b) of Table 8 , a ten percent increase in population density causes a
.7 percent increase in local calling frequency, a 4 percent higher calling
uration within the catchment area, and 1.3 percent more unique local
ontacts; the corresponding values in the movers analysis, i.e. panel (b)
f Table 7 , were 1.1 percent, 2.9 percent, and 0.9 percent. 

This set of evidence is based on a relatively small but arguably exoge-
ous change in effective distances and corresponding catchment areas,
ffecting only users of public infrastructure. It supports the findings ob-
ained for movers and again shows that higher population density leads
o more local calls and – albeit to a lesser extent – a higher general level
f phone usage as reflected in the frequency of calls. 

.3.2. Accounting for unobserved place characteristics 

Another source of bias may be unobserved location characteristics.
f such unobserved location features affect both phone usage and popu-
ation density, we would obtain biased estimates. We address this con-
ern by adopting an IV-strategy to instrument current population density
ith historical population counts (see Ciccone and Hall, 1996; Combes

t al., 2010 ). Hence, we aim to exploit exogenous variation in population
ensity that has been determined by historical factors. The idea is that
istorical population counts (year 1850) are unlikely to have a direct
ffect on phone usage measured today. Yet, they are a strong predictor
f population density today as is evident from the first-stage regressions.

In Table 9 we re-estimate the fixed-effect specifications based on
overs in a two-stage least square framework and using historical pop-
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Table 10 

Regional Differences in Phone Usage (Calls & Text Messages) of Movers, FE-Model. 

All Outgoing Activity Local Activity within 15 min. Radius 

Frequency # Unique Contacts Frequency # Unique Contacts 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

City 0.023 + 0.006 0.140 ∗∗∗ 0.152 ∗∗∗ 

(0.013) (0.009) (0.025) (0.013) 

Ln(Pop. Density) -0.003 -0.004 0.144 ∗∗∗ 0.118 ∗∗∗ 

(0.008) (0.003) (0.008) (0.004) 

Adj. R 2 0.747 0.747 0.740 0.740 0.671 0.672 0.623 0.626 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Further Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Lang. Reg. & Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 

Notes : We use monthly outgoing text messages and calls for June 2015–May 2016 to compute the logarithmized 
dependent variables. Note that population density is measured as the population within 15 minutes road travel time. 
The sample consists of movers who used their phone every month at least once. Further controls include commuting 
distance, dummy for belonging to language minority. Robust standard errors in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, 
∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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lation counts as instrument for current population density. 19 The es-
imates generally confirm the results of sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 . The
agnitude of the effects on calling frequency and duration is very simi-

ar to the one estimated in Table 6 but shows higher standard errors for
alling frequency. The effects on the number of unique contacts remain
nsignificant as throughout our analysis. With regard to the local phone
sage measures, the estimates prove more robust: For all three outcomes
he estimated effects are significant, positive, and have a similar magni-
ude as the corresponding estimates obtained in the benchmark analysis.

.3.3. Phone usage measures incorporating text messages 

One issue may be that our results are not driven by the actual vol-
me of interactions but rather by different preferences for voice calls and
ext messages. Our main reason to focus on calls is the growing popu-
arity of messenger apps (like WhatsApp) during our period of study.
hese messenger apps are a natural substitute for traditional text mes-
ages (like SMS and MMS) but less for voice calls. As Table A.1 in the
ppendix shows, this reflects in steep decline of text messages via our
rovider’s network, while the volume of voice calls remained almost
onstant. Hence, we are more concerned about systematically different
doption rates of messenger apps in cities versus rural areas than about
ifferent preferences for texting versus calling across space. It seems
ore likely that people in urban areas adopt the new technology more

uickly than rural residents, which – if anything – would lead to a down-
ard bias in our estimates of density on phone usage volumes. 20 

In Table 10 we examine the robustness of our benchmark analysis
ith movers by including text messages in our phone usage measures.
he effect of cities becomes somewhat weaker for total phone usage, but
verall the main conclusions remain robust. Phones are used more fre-
uently in cities than in rural areas, and this difference gets pronounced
f we focus on a local calls and messages within a 15 minutes catchment
rea. 21 
19 The instrument in the first-stage regression yields coefficients on historical 
og population density of 0.77 ( t -value = 227.3) in columns (1), (3), and (5) and 
.18 ( t -value = 128.6) in columns (2), (4), and (6). In a previous version we have 
lso used local soil quality as an instrument which confirms the results. 
20 We also decompose messenger usage along gender and language region 
ased on a survey conducted by comparis.ch in 2014. It shows that messenger 
pps are more often used among men than women and are more widespread in 
rench-speaking than German-speaking regions. The same ranking unfolds for 
sage intensity of mobile phones. This indicates that the two media are comple- 
ents not substitutes. 

21 In Section B.3 in the appendix, we discuss another robustness analysis where 
e vary the applied pre-filtering of the phone data. Table B.3 shows that includ- 
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.3.4. Effect heterogeneity 

The identification strategy based on movers may raise the concern
hat movers differ systematically from the rest of the population. As
bserved in other studies adopting a similar estimation strategy (e.g.
’Costa and Overman, 2014 ), movers in our data are on average younger

han non-movers (see Table A.4 in the appendix). We now examine
hether the impact of population density on local calling behavior is
eterogeneous across subgroups of the population. Table B.5 in the ap-
endix focuses on the local phone usage measures of as these turned out
o display the most pronounced effects. 

It appears from this analysis that the effects are somewhat asymmet-
ic with respect to the moving direction: In particular, the estimated
oefficients are significant for those moving out of a city, while they
rop in magnitude and become insignificant for those that move into
he city. Yet, the discretized city indicator conceal some of the action,
s the asymmetry is considerably less pronounced when using the con-
inuous measure of population density. 

In terms of age, we find that the effects get muted among the
oungest age group, while no clear pattern emerges for those aged
etween 35 to 44 and between 45 to 64. Considering that eight out
f nine coefficients remain significant when estimated separately for
he three age groups, the overall pattern appears very robust in this
imension. 

With respect to gender, we find that the local phone usage of
en reacts stronger to changes in density than the calling behavior of
omen. Yet the qualitative insights remain unaffected: Both men and
omen use their phone more extensively for calls within a 15 min-
tes travel time radius when they move to a more densely populated
rea. 

Overall, the data unveils some heterogeneity across different so-
iodemographic groups, but the main conclusions are not substan-
ially altered by this robustness exercise: Population density increases
he frequency and duration of local calls which supports the hy-
othesis that face-to-face interactions and mobile phone calls are
omplements. 

. Conclusions 

This study analyzes social interactions at a very granular level
nd demonstrates that the probability of social interactions via mobile
hones decline as the distance between individuals increases. The esti-
ated distance elasticity converges to zero if travel time exceeds about
ng both incoming and outgoing calls does not alter the conclusions from our 
enchmark analysis. 
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00 minutes, and among city residents this threshold is reached at even
maller distances. The fact that almost 50 percent of phone contacts are
stablished between people living within a 5 kilometer radius, also il-
ustrates how localized social interactions via phone are. 

Phone usage, as measured by calling frequency and duration, signif-
cantly increases with population density, and this effect is even more
ronounced if one focuses on local calls. While about 50 percent of
his effect is driven by sorting of heterogeneous individuals across lo-
ations, we show that significant and sizable differences in phone usage
emain when sorting is accounted for. We find an elasticity of local call-
ng frequency with regard to population density of 0.1 to 0.2 and an
lasticity of calling duration with regard to population density of 0.3
o 0.4. While the number of unique contacts is unaffected by density
hen sorting is accounted for, our estimates suggest that the number
f local contacts increases by about 10% when population density is
oubled. 

All our evidence indicates a complementary relationship between
ace-to-face and phone interactions. Given this complementarity, mobile
hone interactions may provide a valuable proxy for social networks in
rder to study the effects of density on further dimensions of network
tructure which have been addressed in urban economic theory (e.g.
erliant et al., 2006; Helsley and Zenou, 2014; Sato and Zenou, 2015 ).
rom a policy perspective, our results provide micro-level evidence for
he positive externalities of densely populated areas, which should be
aken into account, for example, in the design of zoning policies, or the
ricing of mobility. 
1  

Table A.1 

Call Duration (in Mio. Minutes) between June 2015 to M

Phone Activity (in Mio.) 

MP-Calls SMS Landline Total F

Jun. 2015 166.3 90.9 64.3 321.6 6

Jul. 2015 157.3 91.9 57.8 307.0 6

Aug. 2015 153.6 89.0 59.7 302.3 6

Sep. 2015 153.8 85.2 61.9 300.9 6

Oct. 2015 133.6 76.3 59.9 269.8 5

Nov. 2015 138.1 77.7 62.1 277.9 5

Dec. 2015 154.1 79.1 61.6 294.8 6

Jan. 2016 155.7 78.5 62.0 296.2 6

Feb. 2016 167.6 77.5 60.6 305.7 6

Mar. 2016 163.3 74.9 58.6 296.8 6

Apr. 2016 164.2 70.7 59.9 294.8 6

Mai 2016 161.1 68.6 55.9 285.7 6

Notes : These figures base on phone usage statistics of pr

Table A.2 

Calling Behaviour and Sociodemographics by Age, Ge

Sample means, sd in brackets Total Age

Number of Calls 32.332 34.

(37.286) (38

Number of Local Calls 21.641 24.

(32.250) (34

Duration of Calls 117.176 114

(167.929) (17

Duration of Local Calls 62.187 64.

(127.124) (13

Number of Unique Contacts 9.214 9.3

(7.874) (7.0

Number of Unique Local Contacts 7.074 8.1

(7.221) (7.4

Age 34.964 20 

(13.561) (-) 

Female 0.522 0.4

(-) (-) 

Notes: Local refers to the subset of calls within a radius
table is based on the subsample of customers with pho
in the main analysis. Further filters as described in Se
ppendix A. Data 

1. Overall phone usage statistics 

Table A.1 displays monthly phone activity and call duration statis-
ics of private customers subdivided into device and message type, i.e.
obile phone calls, text messages sent from mobile phones and land-

ine calls. We restrict our analysis to mobile phones and then filter the
ata as motivated in Section 3 . In particular we restrict the analysis to
he first 28 days of a month, keeping ( i.a. ) calls between mobile phones,
 i.b. ) customers that registered only one mobile phone, ( ii. ) outgoing
alls, ( iii. ) calls with a duration of more than 10 seconds, ( iv. ) mobile
hones with a monthly call duration between 1 minute and 56 hours.
he filtered data comprises about 40% of private mobile phones calls in
he data representing 60% of the total call duration; the filtering skews
he sample towards relatively long-lasting calls as very short calls are
eleted from the data set in step ( iii. ). 

2. Calling behavior and sociodemographic characteristics 

Table A.2 shows summary statistics of calling behavior and the main
emographics by age, gender, and type of residence. 

Fig. A.1 plots various phone usage statistics. It illustrates, that the
istribution of call frequency (unfiltered), call duration (unfiltered) and
he number of unique contacts (i.e. degree centrality) is markedly right-
kewed: For instance, the average degree in our monthly data is about
0, with the vast majority having a degree below 20 and some hub-
ay 2016. 

Call Duration (in Mio. Minutes) 

iltered MP-Calls Landline Total Filtered 

6.0 351.2 296.2 647.4 222.4 

2.0 324.8 271.1 595.9 202.2 

0.3 337.0 283.6 620.6 211.3 

1.6 343.0 294.2 637.2 216.9 

3.7 307.5 284.8 592.3 192.6 

6.5 333.1 298.5 631.6 208.7 

2.0 347.4 298.1 645.5 218.5 

1.0 376.0 312.4 688.4 235.5 

6.3 393.3 299.6 692.9 246.7 

5.4 378.1 286.8 664.9 240.3 

5.7 378.8 286.1 664.9 241.1 

4.9 353.5 264.6 618.1 228.3 

ivate customers. 

nder and Region. 

 15–24 Age 25–44 Female City 

868 34.338 28.800 35.900 

.230) (39.115) (31.826) (41.919) 

927 22.103 20.193 27.011 

.722) (33.138) (30.145) (39.805) 

.917 129.890 121.449 131.142 

3.437) (173.238) (170.920) (179.299) 

866 67.466 65.388 81.434 

5.980) (130.629) (133.181) (157.022) 

11 9.588 7.666 9.360 

24) (8.418) (5.795) (8.029) 

82 6.747 6.027 8.019 

03) (7.323) (5.656) (7.940) 

33.718 36.186 35.080 

(4.833) (13.900) (13.042) 

85 0.506 1 0.523 

(-) (-) (-) 

 of 15 minutes around an agent’s residence. The 
ne activity in all 12 months, which we also use 

ction 3 . 
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Fig. A.1. Phone Usage Statistics & Network Characteristics for June 2015 Notes: Subfigure (a) and (b) are based on unfiltered data, while the data for subfigure (c) 
and (d) was filtered as described in Section 3 . (d) Dyad Distances: Length of shortest paths connecting 100 randomly selected agents with every other private mobile 
phone user in the data. 
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gents reaching network sizes of 100 links or more. As reported in other
tudies on social networks, the probability distribution of degree cen-
rality is well fitted ( 𝑅 

2 = 0 . 92 ) by a power-distribution, 𝑃 ( 𝐷) = 𝑐𝐷 

− 𝜑 ,

ith parameter estimates of �̂� = 3 . 86 and 𝑐 = 5 . 96 . 
To gain insights into the diameter and the average path length, we

andomly select 100 individuals and calculate the length of the shortest
aths connecting every other private mobile phone user in the data. The
ean path length in the sample is 5.6, with the longest path having a

ength of 12; the histogram plotted in Fig. A.1 d reveals that 88 percent of
yads are separated by 6 or fewer links. This fits strikingly well with the
small-world ”-hypothesis first formulated by Milgram (1967) and the
arly empirical evidence based on a chain letter experiment conducted
y Travers and Milgram (1969) . 

3. Representativeness of customer data 

Table A.3 displays the correlation coefficients of population figures
rom the census data and the customers numbers from our data by age
Table A.3 

Correlation between Census Population and Number of Customers at 
the Municipality Level. 

All Male Female German French Italian 

Age All 0.987 0.984 0.988 0.992 0.990 0.893 

Age 20 0.945 0.946 0.944 0.960 0.946 0.916 

Age 30 0.953 0.955 0.951 0.953 0.973 0.765 

Age 40 0.968 0.963 0.971 0.983 0.993 0.875 

Age 50 0.985 0.982 0.984 0.993 0.988 0.914 

Age 60 0.990 0.988 0.987 0.994 0.984 0.922 

Notes : These figures base on customer information of active phones 
during June 2015 and the most recent census conducted by the Fed- 
eral Statistical Office in 2010. 
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roup, language group, and gender. It is evident that our data is highly
epresentative for the Swiss population at the local level. This holds even
rue when we study specific subgroups of the population as the corre-
ation coefficients are always well above 0.9 except for Italian speaking
art of Switzerland (Ticino). In Ticino, which represents only about 5
ercent of Swiss municipalities, we still observe a correlation coefficient
f about 0.9 but other phone providers seem to be relatively strong for
he age group 30 where the correlation coefficients is only 0.765. 

4. Representativeness of movers 

One concern maybe that movers are systematically different from
on-movers. Table A.4 compares phone usage statistics and sociodemo-
raphics between movers and non-movers. While movers are consider-
bly younger than non-movers ( ~ 4.2 years, ~ 1/3 SD), their phone
sage behavior only differs marginally. In terms of gender and language,
overs are practically identical to non-movers. 

5. Changes in public transport accessibility due to a major revision of the 

ederal railway timetable 

In Sections 4.2.2 and 5.3.1 we exploit changes in the federal rail-
ay timetable to infer the causal impact of distance and density on call-

ng behavior. The new timetable was put into effect on 13 December
015, splitting our sample of phone data – that spans from June 2015
o May 2016 – into 6.5 and 5.5 months periods. Notably, the planning of
witzerland’s public transport schedules is considerably centralized; the
wiss Federal Railways company (SBB) holds a market share of around
0% in rail traffic so that local providers typically coordinate their ser-
ices with the SBB timetable. For instance, Switzerland’s largest city
ransport network in Zurich – the Z ȭ rcher Verkehrsverbund (ZVV) – also
evised its timetables on 13 December 2015 in order to synchronize their
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Table A.4 

Comparing Non-movers to Movers, Main Descriptive Statistics. 

Non-Movers Movers 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Monthly Phone Usage Statistics, June 2015 – May 2016 (pooled) 

Number of Calls 32.060 37.183 35.818 38.519 

Number of Local Calls 21.777 32.295 20.361 38.519 

Duration: Calls (Minutes) 115.376 166.764 140.340 180.687 

Duration: Local Calls 62.128 127.008 64.553 131.598 

Number of Unique Contacts 9.178 7.878 9.614 7.784 

Number of Unique Local Contacts 7.168 7.256 6.009 6.743 

Sociodemographics - Private Mobile Phones 

Age 35.273 13.734 31.091 10.632 

Female 0.522 – 0.529 –

Language: German 0.680 – 0.703 –

Language: French 0.271 – 0.251 –

Language: Italian 0.043 – 0.039 –

Language: English 0.006 – 0.007 –

The table is based on the subsample of customers with phone activity in all 12 months, which we also use in the main 
analysis. It covers 797,053 stayers and 69,593 movers. Further filters as described in Section 3 . 
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Fig. A.2. The Impact of the Revised Timetable on Travel Times between Post- 
code Pairs Notes: Illustrates the LN-differences for travel times before and after 
the change in the federal railway timetable on 13 December 2015; Mean: -0.012, 
Std. Dev.: 0.084, Share of Zeros: 0.256. Postcodes in the canton of Ticino are 
excluded, as these were affected by an infrastructure change not recorded in our 
travel time data. 
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onnections with SBB. This centralization facilitates reliable timetable
ueries from websites such as search.ch , and also brings about nation-
ide changes in public transport connections triggered by revisions in
BB’s scheduling. 

The change of timetable in December 2015 was the largest of its
ind since 2004. It aimed at incorporating new regional and inter-
egional connections affecting travel times both through longer/shorter
ourney times and through longer/shorter waiting times. 22 To calculate
he changes in travel time between two places, we proceed as follows:
earch.ch kindly provided data on the quickest connections between all
airs of serviced public transport stops, i.e. about 26,000 × 26,000
ifferent routes, including the frequency of available connections for
 two hour window between 6am and 8am. The data covers four ran-
omly chosen weekdays in 2015 (before the change of the timetable)
nd four randomly chosen weekdays in 2017 (after the change of the
imetable). We build a cleaned and integrated file for 2015 and 2017,
here we select the day with the shortest journey time; typically journey

imes do not vary across different days of the week unless construction
r maintenance work causes temporary delays. As the data includes x-
-coordinates of each public transport stop, we can reliably assign them
o a postcode/municipality; we then extract the quickest transport link
or every postcode/municipality pair in 2015, including the stop-ids,
ourney time in minutes, and the number of available connections be-
ween 6am and 8am. Our final measure of public transport travel times
ncorporates both journey and waiting time, and is defined as 

 𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 

120 𝑚𝑖𝑛. 
# 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 

+ 𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑦 𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒.

(A.1) 

To obtain a comparable travel time matrix for 2017, we use the
ame selection of stops as in the 2015 matrix. Any changes between
ravel times in 2015 and 2017 can then be attributed to the change of
imetable on 13 December 2015. Fig. A.2 plots the distribution of per-
entage changes in the travel time between 2015 and 2017, while sum-
ary statistics for public transport travel times in 2015 are shown in
able 2 . The largest changes occurred around Zurich, which is why we
stimate the models for Switzerland as well as a subsample consisting of
urich and its neighboring cantons, namely Schaffhausen, Thurgau, St.
allen, Schwyz, Zug, and Aargau. Note that we exclude postcodes from

he Italian speaking canton of Ticino as the opening of a new north-
22 Detailed summaries of all changes made in December 2015 can be 
ound on the SBB’s website, e.g. https://stories.sbb.ch/fahrplanwechsel- 
ezember-2015/2015/11/10/ or https://company.sbb.ch/de/medien/ 
edienstelle/medienmitteilungen/detail.html/2015/11/1111-1 . 
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fi  
outh connection in December 2016 primarily affected public transport
chedules in this part of Switzerland; these changes would be wrongly
ttributed to the re-scheduling in December 2015 that we exploit for our
nalysis. 

The change in the federal railway timetable affected travel times for
hree quarters of postcode pairs; on average the modifications lowered
ravel times by 1.2% ranging from reductions of 15% up to increases
f 10%. When we measure population density by the number of pri-
ate mobile phone customers living within a 40 minutes public trans-
ort travel time perimeter from the respective place of residence, these
hanges also have implications for the effective population density. The
istribution of changes in local population density includes positive and
egative values with the 10th-percentile change being a 8 percent de-
rease in density, the median change equaling plus 1 percent, and the
0th-percentile change amounting to an 37 percent increase. 

One may be concerned that people anticipated this major revision of
ublic transport schedules and adopted their behavior already prior to
ts implementation. This seems unlikely, however. Surveying the archive
f press releases by the SBB suggest that a draft of the new schedule was
rst communicated on 26 May 2015. At that time the final time tables

https://stories.sbb.ch/fahrplanwechsel-dezember-2015/2015/11/10/
https://company.sbb.ch/de/medien/medienstelle/medienmitteilungen/detail.html/2015/11/1111-1
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Table A.5 

Descriptive Statistic for Stayers Living in Postcodes with Above/Below Median Absolute Changes in Public Transport 
Travel Times. 

Below Median Change Above Median Change 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Monthly Phone Usage Statistics, June 2015 – November 2015 (pooled) 

Number of Calls 31.590 37.038 31.451 36.329 

Number of Local Calls 21.538 32.184 21.217 31.164 

Duration: Calls (Minutes) 115.173 166.875 112.281 163.350 

Duration: Local Calls 61.993 127.054 60.221 123.530 

Number of Unique Contacts 9.051 7.755 9.153 7.875 

Number of Unique Local Contacts 7.079 7.186 7.177 7.251 

Sociodemographics - Private Mobile Phones 

Age 35.233 13.662 35.239 13.748 

Female 0.524 – 0.525 –

Language: German 0.748 – 0.660 –

Language: French 0.238 – 0.330 –

Language: Italian 0.007 – 0.005 –

Language: English 0.007 – 0.005 –

Share City Residents 0.242 – 0.184 –

The table is based on the subsample of customers with phone activity in all 12 months, which we also use in for the 
analysis presented in Table 5 . It covers 394,434 stayers living in postcodes with below median changes in public trans- 
port accessibility and 359,280 stayers living in postcodes with above median changes in public transport accessibility. 
Postcodes in the canton of Ticino are excluded, as these were affected by an infrastructure change not recorded in our 
travel time data. Further filters as described in Section 3 . 

Table A.6 

Descriptive Statistic for Stayers Living in Postcodes with Above/Below Median Changes in Population Density Due To 
Adjustments in Public Transport Accessibility. 

Below Median Change Above Median Change 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Monthly Phone Usage Statistics, June 2015 – November 2015 (pooled) 

Number of Calls 31.411 36.573 31.646 36.840 

Number of Local Calls 21.627 31.851 21.123 31.537 

Duration: Calls (Minutes) 113.186 165.021 114.453 165.411 

Duration: Local Calls 61.8788 125.863 60.359 124.870 

Number of Unique Contacts 9.058 7.770 9.145 7.858 

Number of Unique Local Contacts 7.189 7.276 7.057 7.153 

Sociodemographics - Private Mobile Phones 

Age 35.249 13.750 35.223 13.653 

Female 0.525 – 0.523 –

Language: German 0.696 – 0.716 –

Language: French 0.291 – 0.273 –

Language: Italian 0.006 – 0.006 –

Language: English 0.007 – 0.005 –

Share City Residents 0.223 – 0.204 –

The table is based on the subsample of customers with phone activity in all 12 months, which we also use in for the 
analysis presented in Table 8 . It covers 391,901 stayers living in postcodes with below median changes in public transport 
accessiblity and 361,813 stayers living in postcodes with above median changes in public transport accessibility. Postcodes 
in the canton of Ticino are excluded, as these were affected by an infrastructure change not recorded in our travel time 
data. Further filters as described in Section 3 . 
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ere not fully developed yet; as pointed out in the press release, the
chedules of the local providers still needed to be harmonized with that
f the federal railway company. The main announcement on the revi-
ion of time tables was issued on 11 November 2016, one month before
he changes took effect. 23 Placebo checks in Table B.2 also dismiss the
oncern that people adapted their behavior in advance. 

6. Representativeness of individuals affected by change in public transport

ccessibility 
23 All press releases by the SBB can be found online, see 
ttps://company.sbb.ch/de/medien/medienstelle/medienmitteilungen.html 
last access: 31.08.2019). 
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7. Moving dynamic and number of unique contacts 

Fig. A.3 plots the dynamics of the number of unique contacts (de-
ree centrality) for movers (minimum distance of 30 min. driving time)
round the moving month. The y-axis depicts the deviation in degree
entrality relative to the first month at the new address, while the x-
xis reflects the timeline in terms of relocation. 

This event-study type of graph reveals that the average degree cen-
rality of movers gradually increases three months prior to relocation,
nd then converges back to the pre-moving period within two months. 

In our analysis on the calling behavior of movers (i.e. Tables 6, 7,
, B.3, 10, B.5 ) we exclude a five months window around the moving
ate so that our estimates are not confounded by extraordinary calling
ehavior directly associated with the moving process. By cutting out this
 months window, we further allow the movers to adopt to their new
nvironment. 

https://company.sbb.ch/de/medien/medienstelle/medienmitteilungen.html
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Fig. A.3. The Number of Unique Contacts Prior and After Moving 
Notes: We regress the number of unique contacts (degree central- 
ity) of movers on dummies for the months leading and following 
the moving date. The reference category is the moving date 𝑡 = 0 
which we define as the first month at the new location. The lines 
illustrates the 95 percent confidence bounds around the point es- 
timates. 
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Fig. B.1. Predicted Probability to Form Link. 
In an earlier draft of this paper, we step-by-step exclude periods
round the moving date ( 𝑡 = 0 ), which we define as the first month at
he new residence in order to test the robustness of the results. Exclud-
ng more post-move months tends to increase the effects associated with
ensity, but also decreases the precision of the estimates (results not re-
orted). 

ppendix B. Additional results to assess robustness and 

eterogeneity 

1. Distance and social interactions: Logit specification and distance bins 

We also estimate Logit models of link formation to accommodate for
he binary dependent variable and check the robustness of these results.
ince the incidental parameter problem can induce severe bias in the
ogit fixed effects estimates (e.g Lancaster, 2000 ), Table B.1 only shows
esults for the pooled logit model. Fig. B.1 plots the functional form
ogether with the pooled OLS specification that substitutes travel time

ith a series of 5 minutes car travel distance bins. 

Table B.1 

Link Formation, Logit. 

(1) (2) 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -1.548 ∗∗∗ -0.877 ∗∗∗ 

(0.001) (0.049) 

> 0 Common 7.363 ∗∗∗ 

Contacts (0.122) 

> 1 Common 2.323 ∗∗∗ 

Contacts (0.352) 

Const. -6.746 ∗∗∗ -12.951 ∗∗∗ 

(0.009) (0.249) 

Pseudo R 2 0.198 0.393 

Further Controls No Yes 

Month FE Yes Yes 

Observations 49,172,284 49,172,284 

Notes : The sample as in columns (1) & (2) of 
Table 4 . Further controls : same workplace, same 
language, number of unique contacts of both 
agents, dummies for same gender and same dec- 
imal age-bracket, as well as the absolute age dif- 
ference between agents i and j . Standard errors in 
parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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2. Placebo check for changes in calling behavior following “Fake ” revision

f public transport schedules 

We address the possibility that our specifications in
ection 4.2.2 pick up trends in social interactions that prevailed
lready prior to the actual change in the public transportation
imetable. To this end we perform a series of placebo checks where
e set ‘fake’ changes in the timetable half a year prior to the ac-

ual change. In particular we use the actual change in the bilateral
ravel times between postcode pairs but artificially time them in
eptember 2015 (instead of December 2015). We run these specifi-
ations for 20 samples following the sampling strategy described in
ection 4.1 . Table B.2 shows the corresponding results: None of the
stimates yield a significant effect of the ‘fake’ travel time changes
n link formation and the magnitudes of the coefficients are close to
ero. 

3. Phone usage measures based on incoming and outgoing calls 

The benchmark analysis is based on a directed network of outgo-
ng calls. While the market share of our data provider is exceptionally
igh and varies little across space, the rational for limiting the anal-
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Table B.2 

Placebo Check: “Fake ” Revision of Public Transport Schedules & Social Interactions, LPM-Models. 

Sample Draw (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Ln(Travel Time PT ij,t ) 0.000 0.004 -0.010 -0.007 0.006 -0.009 -0.003 -0.011 -0.012 0.006 

(0.046) (0.465) (-1.162) (-0.838) (0.698) (-0.965) (-0.302) (-1.230) (-1.270) (0.681) 

Ln(Travel Time PT ij,t ) 0.119 0.076 -0.003 0.050 0.106 -0.155 0.069 -0.130 -0.122 0.062 

(0.862) (0.459) (-0.019) (0.278) (0.580) (-0.976) (0.439) (-0.790) (-0.947) (0.443) 

Ln(Travel Time PT ij,t ) 
2 -0.014 -0.008 -0.001 -0.007 -0.011 0.017 -0.008 0.014 0.013 -0.006 

(-0.894) (-0.450) (-0.052) (-0.329) (-0.564) (0.955) (-0.474) (0.748) (0.895) (-0.417) 

Sample Draw (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) 

Ln(Travel Time PT ij,t ) -0.010 0.005 0.006 0.001 -0.004 -0.008 -0.006 -0.010 -0.007 -0.008 

(-1.079) (0.559) (0.690) (0.076) (-0.410) (-0.803) (-0.657) (-1.024) (-0.817) (-0.823) 

Ln(Travel Time PT ij,t ) -0.105 -0.035 0.053 0.050 -0.067 0.015 -0.044 -0.111 -0.080 0.025 

(-0.724) (-0.221) (0.381) (0.281) (-0.363) (0.097) (-0.281) (-0.728) (-0.488) (0.174) 

Ln(Travel Time PT ij,t ) 
2 0.011 0.005 -0.005 -0.006 0.007 -0.003 0.004 0.351 0.008 -0.004 

(0.685) (0.263) (-0.352) (-0.287) (0.355) (-0.157) (0.250) (1.021) (0.460) (-0.235) 

Notes : We use data from three-months windows prior to the change in the public transport timetable, i.e. June 2015–August 2015, and 
data for September 2015–November 2015 as for the placebo ‘post-period’. Note that the actual change in the public transport timetable was 
implemented on December 13th, 2015 such that the specifications above test for trends in social interactions prior to the change i.e. whether 
differences could be observed already between August and September 2015. We estimate analogous specifications as in as in columns (5) and 
(6) of Table 5 and exclude all observations outside the canton of Zurich. We run these specifications for 20 samples following the sampling 
strategy described in Section 4.1 . The samples covers only non-movers (both caller and callee) who used their phone every month at least 
once. All coefficients are multiplied by 10000, and can be interpreted as basis points. Standard errors are clustered by postcode pair and 
t-values are reported in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 

Table B.3 

Regional Differences in Phone Usage ( Incoming & Outgoing Calls) of Movers, FE-Model. 

a. Phone Usage Measures Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.005 0.019 ∗∗∗ -0.002 

(0.004) (0.005) (0.003) 

City 0.034 ∗∗ 0.092 ∗∗∗ 0.001 

(0.011) (0.016) (0.008) 

Adj. R 2 0.837 0.837 0.777 0.777 0.771 0.771 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Further Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Lang. Region & Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 

b. Local Phone Usage Measures Frequency Duration # Unique Contacts 

i.e. within 15min. Radius (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 0.161 ∗∗∗ 0.367 ∗∗∗ 0.106 ∗∗∗ 

(0.008) (0.020) (0.006) 

City 0.106 ∗∗∗ 0.150 ∗ 0.046 ∗∗∗ 

(0.025) (0.062) (0.017) 

Adj. R 2 0.704 0.703 0.627 0.629 0.644 0.644 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Further Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Lang. Region & Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 90,011 

Notes : We use monthly incoming and outgoing calls for June 2015–May 2016 to compute the logarithmized 
dependent variables. Note that population density is measured as the population within 15 minutes road 

travel time. The sample consists of movers who used their phone every month at least once. Further 

controls include commuting distance, dummy for belonging to language minority. Robust standard errors 
in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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sis to outgoing calls was to ensure equal coverage of calls indepen-
ent of the provider’s local market penetration. Yet, the question re-
ains whether the effects of population density on phone activity differ

n terms of call direction. Accordingly, we reestimate our benchmark
odel using phone usage measures that combine outgoing and incoming

alls. 
The results are shown in Table B.3 and largely confirm the previous

esults. We obtain significant and positive effects of the city indicator
n calling frequency and duration where the magnitude is similar to
he corresponding effects reported in the benchmark analysis. Again,
onditional on sorting there is no evidence of an effect on the num-
er of unique contacts. With regard to the local measures, panel (b) of
able B.3 shows positive and significant effects for all three outcomes.
he magnitude is well in line with the corresponding estimates for out-
oing calls. Apparently, the effects of population density on phone usage
re symmetric across outgoing and incoming calls. 
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4. Heterogeneity 

able B.4 

eterogeneity in the Gravity Model of Social Interactions via Phone, LPM-
odels. 

Outgoing Pooled OLS: �̂�1 
𝑃𝑟 ( 𝑔 𝑖𝑗 =1 |𝑇 𝑖𝑗 =0) 

OLS with Pair-FE: �̂�1 
𝑃𝑟 ( 𝑔 𝑖𝑗 =1 |𝑇 𝑖𝑗 =0) 

Calls (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Movers experiencing density increase 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.222 -0.454 -0.174 -0.389 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.050 0.042 

Movers experiencing density decrease 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.207 -0.453 -0.176 -0.442 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.050 0.051 

Movers of age 15–24 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.206 -0.453 -0.177 -0.400 a 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.050 -0.043 a 

Movers of age 25–44 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.205 -0.454 -0.174 -0.427 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.050 0.048 

Movers of age 45–64 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.204 -0.449 -0.174 -0.412 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.049 0.043 

Female movers 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.205 -0.452 -0.176 -0.431 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.006 0.047 

Male movers 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) -0.204 -0.455 -0.171 -0.407 

Ln(Travel Time ij,t ) 
2 0.050 0.046 

otes : OLS-specifications as in columns (3) & (5) of Table 4 , FE-specifications
s in columns (7) & (9) of Table 4 . To ease comparability we compute the dis-
ance elasticities adjusted for base probabilities ( �̂�1 

𝑃𝑟 ( 𝑔 𝑖𝑗 =1 |𝑇 𝑖𝑗 =0) 
) for each model

nd sample. All underlying estimates are at least significant on the 10 percent
evel except those indicated by a superscript a . 

Table B.5 

Heterogeneity Analysis for Regional Differences in Phone Usage Statistics, 
FE-Models. 

Local Phone Usage Measures, # of Duration of # Unique 

i.e. within 15min. Radius Local Calls Local Calls Local Contacts 

(1) (2) (3) 

Binary City Indicator 

Moves into city -0.013 -0.125 0.029 

(0.032) (0.092) (0.023) 

Moves out of city 0.153 ∗∗∗ 0.323 ∗∗ 0.126 ∗∗∗ 

(0.020) (0.030) (0.017) 

Ln(Pop. Density) 

Movers experiencing 0.094 ∗∗∗ 0.257 ∗∗∗ 0.072 ∗∗∗ 

density increase (0.016) (0.045) (0.011) 

Movers experiencing 0.169 ∗∗∗ 0.444 ∗∗∗ 0.117 ∗∗∗ 

density decrease (0.016) (0.045) (0.011) 

Age Groups 

Movers of age 15–24 0.022 + 0.023 0.026 ∗∗ 

(0.013) (0.036) (0.009) 

Movers of age 25–44 0.148 ∗∗∗ 0.356 ∗∗∗ 0.104 ∗∗∗ 

(0.010) (0.028) (0.007) 

Movers of age 45–64 0.023 ∗∗∗ 0.684 ∗∗∗ 0.187 ∗∗∗ 

(0.018) (0.053) (0.013) 

Gender 

Female movers 0.062 ∗∗∗ 0.189 ∗∗∗ 0.057 ∗∗∗ 

(0.010) (0.027) (0.007) 

Male movers 0.176 ∗∗∗ 0.409 ∗∗∗ 0.126 ∗∗∗ 

(0.011) (0.29) (0.008) 

Notes : FE-specifications as in columns (2), (5) & (8) of panel (b) in Table 7 . 
+p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01 ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001. 
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